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Preface

Parent Participation in Early Childhood Education is a collection
of 8 papers selected from those presented at the Special Conference on
Early Childhood Education, New Orleans, Louisiana, December 10-13,
1969. These papers were collected and compiled by The Council for
Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia. Other collections of papers
from the Conference have been compiled and are available from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service. Other collections announced in this
issue of Research in Education may be found by consulting the Institution
Index under Council for Exceptional Children or the Subject Index under
Exceptional Child Education. Titles of these other collections are:

Early Childhood Education - An Overview
Curriculum, Methods, and Materials in Early Childhood

Education Programs
Environmental Influences in the Early Education of Migrant

and Disadvantaged Students
Training and Personnel in Early Childhood Education Programs



DIMENSIONS OF FAMILY INVOLVEMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Donald R. Calvert

San Francisco Hearing and Speech Center
San Francisco, California

Family members have been involved in programs for early childhood edu-

cation for handicapped children in a variety of ways. The nature of their

involvement, however, has often been random or accidental, usually reflect-

ing pressures of the immediate environment of the program, rather than the

rqiult of careful planning. Preschool education programs have frequently

interpreted involvement of family members in a very limited and narrow way,

viewing their role as primarily passive, or relegatig them to PTA fund-

raising-type activities in the backwater of the educational program. Of

the 179 project proposals that had to be disapproved under the Federal

Handicapped Children's Early Education Assistance Act (Public Law 90-538)

in the first year of funding (1969), more than three-fourths included dis-

approval reasons related to inadequate participation of parents in the

proposed programs.

The professional literature has dealt with the area of family member

participation largely as a concern either for the services parents should

receive from an early education program oM for the things parents of child-

ren with particular handicaps should do to help their children. With an

increasing national awareness of the need for involvement of parents in the

education process, and with an increasing number of programs for the early

education of handicapped children developing all over the country, there is

need of concern for the broader involvement of family members in these pro-

grams. To include family involvement as a planned, purposeful part of an

early education program, it is important to know the dimensions of family

involvement, to know the possibilities and alternatives, and to select those
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most consistent with the goals of the overall program.

In developing dimensions of family involvement, we would do well to

follow the interrogative approach of journalists who systematically in-

vestigate the who, what, why, when, where, and how of situations. Who

among family members should participate, what is the nature of their in-

volvement, should they participate, when do they become involved, where

does their participation take place, and how is their participation induced?

Who: Family Members Participating

Mother is not the only member of a child's family. Yet, enticed by

her ready availability and the cultural expectancy that she bear the pri-

mary relationship to the child, many early education programs approach fam-

ily member participation as though this were the case. Only slightly less

ignored than the father are the brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts,

grandparents and others living in the household. Of special concern is

the decidedly female orientation of early education programs. Handicapped

children, like non-handicapped children, need men and boys in their environ-

ment. With a heavy predominance of women on early education program staffs,

a balance through male family member participation in tha program is

desirable.

The title of this paper purposely uses "family member involvement" to

direct attention to family members other than parents. Some programs refer

to having the whole family enrolled. The ratio of the number of family

members involved in the early education program compared to the total num-

ber of family members might give information about the impact of the pro-

gram on the family as a whole:

family members
involved / total family

members s Impact on Family.

Familial relationship to the handicapped child is less important than the
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amount of time spent with him and the influence over him. The nature of

involvement need not be the same for all family members. Each may partici-

pate in ways which reflect his special interests and interaction with the

handicapped child. Programs should reflect differential planning for

different family members.

What: Natureoljamily Member Involvement

From review of a large number of program descriptions and from observa-

tions of programs, a half-dozen general classes of family member involvement

can be derived. These are, 1) learning, 2) working with children, 3) plan-

ning and policy making, 4) disseminating information about the program,

5) assisting in administering the total program, and 6) evaluating the

program.

Learning is by far the most frequent mode of participation expected of

family members by early education programs. It is often observed as a

passive task but may be as active as the other dimensions of involvement.

It frequently takes the form of family members attending to presentation

of information through a variety of media, including reading materials,

films, correspondence, records, and lectures. It may also involve dis-

cussion, either with members of other families or with professionals in

special areas of expertise, for what is commonly termed counseling and

guidance. Learning very frequently takes the form of observation, usually

of a trained professional working with a handicapped child. The most active

form of family member learning is through practice:, usually supervised by

a professional, working with a handicapped child. These four modes of

learning for family members (attending presentation of information, dis-

cussion, observation, and practice) may all be involved in some programs

but usually with emphasis on one. Their relative value for learning by

family members is an area ripe for evaluation.
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A second mode of family member participation is through working directly

with children enrolled in the program or with the farily members of other

enrolled children. In work with children, the family member may take the

role of a teacher's assistant, a team teacher, or an independent teacher.

In working with members of other families, the role may be as one who orients

the new family to the program, tells about his own experiences, or demon-

strates something he has found to be especially successful with his own

handicapped child. He may work with his own child or with the children of

other families. If he works with children other than his own, he will need

to conform to local laws concerned with health certificates and the program

will need insurance to cover his activities.

A third area of family member participation, and one in which they are

rarely included, is planning and policy making for the program. Family mem-

bers may be intfolved in planning groups seeking to develop new programs or

to revise operating programs. They may serve on permanent or ad hoc advisory

committees for the program. Or they may serve on the regular board of

directors which determines policy for the program. The appropriate degree

of family member participation in policy making has been controversial in

some early education programs, but more and more programs appear to be in-

terested in including this as a role of parents.

A fourth way family members may participate is by helping to administer

the program. This includes a wide variety of functions designed to help

keep the program operating within its previously determined policy. Family

members may receilre and guide visitors to the program; they may keep records

and handle other clerical tasks, design and build equipment and materials,

and help maintain the physical plant and equipment. They can act as liaison

with nursery schools for non-handicapped children to promote integration,

or they may relate to the schools where their children will later be enrolled.



They may participate in lobbying for improved legislation for handicapped

children, or they may help in fund-raising activities. Parents can often

be the strongest link with community support when new funding is needed for

early education programs. The constant need for such help with adminis-

tering the program often leads to the development of special auxiliary

organizations.

A fifth area in which family members may be especially valuable is in

disseminating inforimition about the program. Continued support by the

community depends on interpreting the work of and need for the program to

the public. The family member has hie, credibility to a public skeptical

of the professional with vested interests. Family members speak to service

groups, speak to other parents, interview on television, radio, or the press.

They may publish newsletters and bulletins about the program and help iden-

tify the appropriate groups for dissemination.

A sixth function of family members is in helping to evaluate the pro-

gram. In the planning stages, parents can participate in helping to develop

appropriate goals for the program. As "consumers" of the service, parents

particularly should be involved in setting goals and in helping to evaluate

how well these goals are being met. Too seldom is the parent asked, "What

do you expect and want from the program?" or, "Has the program succeeded

in its task?" The formation of numerous consumer groups in contemporary

society suggests they want to be asked.

Why: Purpose of Family Member Participation

Any early education program should do a careful appraisal of why it

wants family members to participate. The three primary reasons are probably

for the family member to help himself, to help the program, or to help the

handicapped child. All of the various modes of participation described

above can fit into these three reasons.



The family member may seek help to orient and adjust to the child's

handicap so that he can understand it and co-exist with it. He may seek

psychological counseling to help him through problems already caused by the

presence of a handicapping condition in the child. But he also may seek

participation in the early education program to feel "involved" in a rele-

vant and worthwhile cause, or he may participate actively to assuage some

feeling of guilt in his life.

The program staff may see the role of the family member primarily as

helping the program through activities necessary to its operation and admin-

istration. Such activities, while genuinely helping the program, may develop

into a convenient refuge, both for program staff and for parents, of appear-

ance that family members are deeply and critically involved with their child

and the program, when they are in fact working in the periphery of the pro-

gram. It is doubtful that such participation is sufficie,:t either for help-

ing the child or for long term community support of the program.

It may be argued that any indivect involvement by family members will

lead to help for the handicapped child through an improved and well supported

program or more knowledgable and adjusted family members. It may similarly

be maintained that any involvement of family members will to some degree

serve all three purposes. Yet family participation activities of programs

do differ greatly in their emphasis on one of the purposes and in their

directness to helping the handicapped child. Any program should, therefore,

develop its general rationale for family member involvement and consider

how each of its activities bears on this basic purpose.

Then: Period and Amount of Participation

In describing the participation of family members, both the periods

of involvement and the amount of time spent should be included. The period

during whirl, a program is in operation may rule out participation of some
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family members. For example, programs operating during the work day have

a de facto exclusion of breadwinning fathers, unless provision is made for

meaningful involvement on week-ends or during evenings. The relative

amount of time spent in participation by various family members is likely

to lean heavily toward the mother because of her availability, even though

she might spend less time with the handicapped child than a grandmother or

older sister. It might be enlightening to compare the amount of time

spent in counseling and guiding each family member with the amount of time

that person spends with the child each week, to determine how efficiently

time in family member counseling and guidance is being spent.

A third temporal factor is also important. With increasing experience

in the program, the role of a particular family member may change over a

period of time. For example, the mother may change from a listener to an

observer to practice working directly with children. A father who partici-

pates minimally when he is first learning about the program may be en-

couraged to increase his involvement and take an active part in policy

making or administration as he becomes familiar with the program. There

is need for sequential growth and change over a period of time with family

member involvement.

Where: Place of Family Member Participation

Early Education programs in this country are operated from three pri-

mary kinds of sites: a professional setting such as classroom or clinic,

a model or imitation home setting, or frum the child's home through travel-

ing program staff members. Some programs utilize a combination of these.

The nature of the primary site used by a program should be reflected in

the family members that can become actively involved, the kind of partici-

pation available to and expected of family members, the purposes of involve-

ment, and the time of involvement. Centering the program around the child's
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home, for example, opens up possibilities for including brothers and sis-

ters in the program which might not be possible in a purely professional

clinic.

The distance from the home of the child and the program's primary

setting will also have an effect on the nature of family member participa-

tion. Typically, the families living at a greater distance would be less

actively and less consistently involved in the program. Availability and

expense of transportation may be critical factors. Programs may need to

develop a policy of family member participation which takes into account

the distance each family lives from the program.

The physical facilities available to a program should also be con-

sidered in developing a policy of family member participation. Size of

rooms may preclude large group meetings. Lack of parking space for cars

or lack of care for young children may discourage the participation of some

families.

Families of some cultural groups may respond negatively to certain

kinds of program sites, such as churches, hospitals, metropolitan locations,

or certain parts of town. These factors should be taken into account in

considering the population to be served by the program.

How: Inducin, Famil Member Partici ation

Some family members may be highly motivated to participate in programs

through their natural high level of civic activity or through a very strong

desire to give the best possible help to their children. Such people re-

quire more guidance than they do inducement to participate. There is also

liable to be a number of family members who will give little or no partici-

pation regardless of inducements. But there will likely be a large number

of family members who will participate if appropriate inducement to become

actively involved in a program is present. In the dimensions described
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above, various factors have been mentioned which affect the motivation for

family members to participate. The kinds of participation activities avail-

able, the time of operating the program, and the location of the program

were among these. But the program may need to develop other means of in-

ducing participation.

Some programs, particularly those sponsored by private agencies, have

made some aspects of parent participation mandatory for the handicapped

child to be enrolled. Other programs, charging fees for early education

services, believe that most parents will participate to get their money's

worth.

Another approach is to develop rewards for participation which will

be relevant to various family members. Active involvement may be recog-

nized in a number of ways, or the family member may gain community prestige

through serving on a Board of Directors or an Advisory Committee. Some

parents may enjoy the organizational and social activities involved in

participation in the program. A few parents may become very highly moti-

vated and become over-zealous in participation in the program to the detri-

ment of the program or other children in the family. Some control of par-

ticipation may be necessary in these cases.

To maintain the interest and participation of most family members, it

is likely that early education programs will have to develop an organized

and planned approach to family member involvement, and be prepared to offer

appropriate inducements from time to time. Special staff may be designated

to handle this aspect of the program. We do not expect young children to

participate without motivation; we should not expect family members to do

so, either.



Conclusions

Participation of family members is an integral part of programs for

the early education of handicapped children. An organized approach to

family member involvement, through consideration of the dimensions described

above, can lead to planning for maximum benefit from this aspect of the

program.

Active participation by family members in early education programs

may well have an effect on the education programs the handicapped child

will encounter later, where typically the involvement of family members

has been passive, peripheral, or even discouraged. The generation of

parents experiencing active participation in the education program at the

early education level may not be content with such passive and peripheral

involvement in the future. Their active participation in the many aspects

of education may bring about a basic change in our total education system.



THE YOUNG HANDICAPPED CHILD AND THE TRIUMVIRATE:

Parent - Child - Professional Staff

Margaret H. Jones, M.D., Mary L. Barrett, M.A.,
Mary Delsasso, Ellouise Minter, M.S.W.

Departments of Pediatrics and Social Service, UCLA

The Infant: Birth-18 months

Medically, especially in relation to chronic conditions of the

brain present from the prenatal, perinatal or early infancy period,

more and more often deviationsfrom normal in developmental progress

are recognized at routine examinations during infancy. Infants considered

'at risk' because of history of hereditable disease, prenatal abnormalities,

abnormal behavior in the post-natal period are being followed especially

carefully. (1)(2)

Previously the 'lassical procedure of medical diagnosis involved

recognition of abnormality by parents followed by consultation with the

doctor. Today, "the onus of recognizing early that a child is abnormal

no longer rests with the parents, but is shared by --- doctors, public

health nurses and others working in public health services." (1) "The

concept of diagnosis as a result of growing suspicion during the child's

life increasingly replaces the concept of diagnosis as an act when the



child is older and full clinical manifestations of his condition are apparent."

(3)

Detection of abnormal development depends upon knowledge of normal

development and expected range of deviations there from. Previously the

major concern of physicians caring for infants and young children was in-

fection - the major cause of infant death. Currently research studies

are providing more and more tools for evaluations of the state of maturation

of infants at birth, of their visual and auditory deficits as well as de-

tection of congenital malformations and other abnormalities. "A very

practical difference that diagnosis by increasing suspicion makes is that

in many instances the child is recognized to be abnormal before the cause

of his abnormality can be diagnosed." (1) Until a definitive diagnosis is

possible symptomatic treatment provides the child with the best opportunity

to compensate for his disabilities. In Ws way parents will be provided

with specific training procedures to be carried out at home and will be

given the support needed during the period of uncertainty pending definitive

diagnosis.

Studies by many authors have demonstrated the infants ability to fix

and follow an object from the newborn period on. (4)(5)(6) For example,
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using electro-oculographic techniques for recording,a one day old infant

is shown to follow a target moving successively 10°, 200, 30° to the right

from center. More recently; by use, of computor techniques, correlation of

movement of the two eyes in following a target have been worked out. Though

data is not yet available on newborns, an 8 month old baby was found to have

a LRCdlof .85 to .91 in the central 20° of the visual field as compared to .87

to .88 for a normal adult. Gatev (7) describes a visual reflex appearing

at about 73 days of age and disappearing about one month later. Disappearance

occurred later with children retarded after asphyxia at birth. Bower states

"the overall picture of perceptual development that is emerging is very

different from traditional ones. It has long been assumed that perceptual

development is a process of construction - that at birth infants receive

through their senses fragmentary information that is elaborated and built

on to produce the ordered perceptual world of the adult. The theory emerging

from our studies and others -- is based on evidence that infants can in fact

register but can handle less of the information an adult can register. Through

maturation they presumably develop the requisite information - processing

capacity". (8) In a preliminary communication entitled `Visual Agnosia in

lleft-right correlation coefficent
-13-



Childhood,' Gordon discussed the likelihood of a spectrum of visual

disabilities comparable to that of auditory disabilities.

Paine and Oppe (10) include, in a book on neurological examination

of children, a table entitled 'Clues and Causes of Delayed Speech.' In

this, findings in children with peripheral deafness, congenital aphasia,

psychic deafness (autism) and those with mental retardation are compared

with the normal in relation to reaction to sounds, reaction to gestures,

sensory reactions, motor function and social responses.

In a-recent discussion of impaired hearing in children Murphy (11)

calls attention to the need of differentiating hearing and listening from

other aspects of auditory response. Patterned sounds in the speech range

have been found more effective stimuli than pure tones even in the newborn.(12)

Thus, with increasingly objective and precise clinical and laboratory

tools it becomes increasingly possible to detect sensory defects at an

early age. With more information on abnormal.as well as normal postural

and reflex development detection of deviations in motor maturation is also

less subjective (13))(Paine (10)). For example, the relation

of primitive postural and righting reflexes to the development of locomotion

is shown in Milani's chart. "Motor retardation of the type associated
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with mental deficiency us4lly appears as a homogeneous shift to the

left." "A. wider scattering is usually a sign of more severe or possibly

a more specific motor dysfunction, as seen in cerebral palsy."

Even in infancy objective recording of nutritive and non-nutritive

sucking may differentiate the normal from the child with coordination

defect in the oral pharyngeal area. (14)

Because of the frequency of drooling, eating, breathing and speech

deficits in children and adults having coordination problems resulting

from prenatal, natal or early post-natal causes, more emphasis is needed

on detailed, thorough evaluations of oral pharyngeal function in infancy.

In addition to overall deprivation of sensory experience - visual and

auditory as well as tactile and kinesthetic - upper motor neurone lesions

may result in abnormal function of the muscles of the tongue, pharynx

and those which control the mandible. Often the hard palate is narrow

and high, the jaw retruded, the tongue immobile on the floor of the mouth

or lacking in normal mobility, the lips flaccid and separated, the face

devoid of normal expressive movements.
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To illustrate an approach to the treatment of suck-swallow problems

as an integral part of the overall training program to be taught to

the mother of such an infant and to be carried out at home, a film

showing the development of a child diagnosed at 6 months as having

pseudo-bulbar palsy will be shown. (15)

Using the type of applob.ch illustrated in the film,

of a total of 30 infants with oral pharyngeal problems as a part of

the total motor deficit presumed to have resulted from early non-pro-

gressive upper motor neurone deficit treated in our unit, parent cooperation

and follow through has been estimated by the therapists to be good in 19,

poor in 11.



Kagan (16) states that in the first 18 months of life in the normal

infant, tremendous development in both perceptual and motor development

as well as in personality formation occurs. Mother-child relationship,

important for the normal child, maybe more crucial for the infant with

a physical handicap. The current trend toward earlier detection by the

physician (pediatrician or general practitioner) of deviation from normal

development brings with it the need for close cooperation a) with the

therapists in application of currently considered useful procedures and

in attempts to evaluate such procedures, b) with psychologists and educators

concerned with evaluation of learning abilities and potential and c) with

psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers concerned with parent-child

relations and with social and personality development. (17)

The Toddler Age: 13 years

Kagan (16) highlights three major developments in this age period:

the ability to locomote, the ability to comprehend and use language,

the impositions of the first socialization demands by parents.

Not only in the first 18 months is parent understanding and partici-

pation in the overall management plan essential to the optimal growth of
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the child in all areas, but it becomes increasingly essential in the

toddler years when frustrations from locomotor-and/or speech defi_::its

mount. Williams (18) calls to our.attention the concept that "maladjusted

behavior is learned in the same way as adjusted." He suggests that children

in the "at risk" register for physical development should also be considered

"at risk" for emotional development. Drillien (19) states that the "quality

of maternal handling and the early environment of the child is of more

significance in personality development and in causation of behavior dis-

orders than complications of pregnancy, length of gestation or birthweight."

In the course of attempting to assist parents in helping their cerebral

palsied young to develop optimal physical ability, I was asked by parents

to arrange for continuous treatment by one rather than a sequence of therapists.

It had been found that changing personnel often resulted in poor child-

therapist relations. When it was possible, I did engage a physical therapist

to work at my office. This was not enough. Children in the toddler age

often cried during the short therapy sessions and mothers found them quite

negative and resistant at home. The parents of one of those children later

found me an office where the landlord agreed to make over a two-car garage
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for a pre-nursery school. Experience with this unit staffed by a physical,

occupational and speech therapist working with the young children during

a nursery school day period appeared to the staff and parents to result

in greater total gains than had the usual outpatient program. As a result,

several such units were set up in the Los Angeles area and have continued

for about 15 years. (20) In these units a teacher was employed full time,

an assistant teacher or aid, and part-time therapists. Medical, psychological

and social service consultants participated and also parents.

For a period, the teacher at one unit (UCLA) was Mary L. Barrett,

formerly Director of Nursery Education at Cornell University. She sees

the role of the pre-nursery as that of an extended family living experience

in a larger than individual home where each child and his parents explore

a new environment. She states that the essence of the program in a pre-

nursery school for cerebral palsied children and/or those with other

physical defects is that the curriculum be built around individual

differences and specific needs even to a greater extent than for normal

children. Handicapped children are more limited in experience, have been

more shielded and confined and hence have a deficit of varied multi-sensory

experience. The pre-nursery seeks to give every opportunity and appropriate
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stimulus in a happy situation as well as to encourage independence in

self care and in development of skills. As Seaver (21) points out there

is "a timeliness and a kind of sequence in the development of skills. When

parents or teachers are alert for signs of readiness they can help the child

to take the next step."

Lastly, the effectiveness of the nursery school is considered in the role

of its value to parents. To many parents, the nursery school becomes a bond*

of hope, strength and encouragement, to some parents, a place of frustration,

depression and a threat. All seek to understand, to rationalize, to learn,

to communicate. The staff seeks to help each parent towards a realistic

evaluation of the childs' potential, his immediate and his long term goals.

To the extent it is possible, mothers are asked to assist in the nursery

program. This serves the double purpose of coordinating home and school

practices and providing a real learning experience for the mother and the

staff.

The teacher in the pre-nursery, Miss Barrett feels, cannot understand

the child except as a part of the parents and home from which he comes.

She believes home visits by the teacher needed, particularly before enroll-

ment if the child has not been outside the home. On the initial visit of
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parent and child to the school the teacher observes carefully play

material of interest to the child, the child's communication with the

parent and also the child's affection for the parent. This allows the

teacher to help to make a comfortable separation of the child and parent.

Miss Barrett is happier if the parent is in and out of the play area duriag

this period and happier if the separation takes more than a week. Children

who are too ready to leave their parents often are found later (1-2 weeks)

not to be interested in school but to be wondering what their parents are

doing. Mothers are asked in each instance, even for two year olds, to tell

the child what she will be doing when she leaves.

In the nursery the teacher serves as a model for the mother. Regard-

leass of her theoretical and conceptional knowledge, she must be able to

work with the children.

The social worker needs to have her masters degree and to have had

at least 5 years in related service activity. Az conceived by those who have

been members of the staff, the social worker has several functions. On

initial referral of the child she interviews the Arents and often goes to

the home as an invited guest (professional) for parents have no frame of
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reference to relate to the nursery school. She first assumes that the

parents are well functioning adults who have special problems and need

something extra to handle them. She tends to focus on the parents and

their problems. No mother is prepared for a handicapped child. Many have

not had the experience of a normal child in the family group. Group

experience offers good learning opportunities for parents, especially

parents of toddlers who are enrolled in the pre-nursery.

The staff believes that parental involvement is essential in order

to develop a sense of trust in the school, to observe the teacher as a

model, to find that many mothers experience the same problems, to see how

their child can grow in the school environment as well as to permit staff

to observe mother-child relationships and to become better acquainted with

the mother. The mother needs to get some pleasure out of the experience.

The teacher needs to put in time with her and not just assign her to a

clean-up job.

The short film of the nursery (3 consecutive minutes) will afford

a glimpse of the chilaren, the classroom and activities as that period of

time.
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There is need for the development of special techniques and tools

for use in the pre-nursery especially with the physically handicapped

and probably also for the emotionally disturbed young children.

Miss Barrett has played a major role in the development of the

two to be presented -- use of a confined space and of a multi-sensory story.

The confined space, 1* by l feet per person, adult or child,

was set-up with 5 foot plain walls to explore the hypothesis that

experience in such a "little playhouse" would heighten perceptual

awareness, lead to more interpersonal reactions and to an increase in

communication and in purposeful activity. Two adults monitored the

group and recorded activity and communication before, during and after

the time (10 to 20 minutes) in the small confined area. Children's

shoes were removed but only a few .soft toys or scarves were provided

for the purpose was interpersonal reaction rather than object play.

Children improved in social awareness, peer interaction, and in social,

verbal and motor activity. (21)

The hypothesis that multi-sensory training by means of a "sensory

story" presenting contrasting stimuli and composed for young hemi-
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plegic children would increase the awareness and use of the affected

side appeared to be upheld by studies involving one to one presentation

of single objects related to a story appropriate to the child's age and

understanding. (23) Another multisensory story, presenting a more complex

situation and utilizing a turntable as a base for four scenes involved

in the story of the child's day at the pre-nursery has been developed. (24)

Too frequently, we do not talk'to a handicapped child or take time to

listen to his own way of communicating whether by language or expressive

behavior. Too frequently, we do not listen to a child, normal or handi-

capped, as he expresses his awarenesses, his thoughts, his feelings con-

cerning himself, his social and his physical environment.

In a developmental approach to language for the disadvantaged pre-

school child, Minuchin and Biber write, "It is at a sensorimotor level

that the child has his basic experiences with space and direction, sequences

in time, the nature of contrasts and similarities in the way things feel

and function. It is in active interaction with the physical environment, in

other words, that he begins to develop rudimentary and intuitive knowledge

of the world and how it works -- and these early non-verbal schemata make
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possible the later growth of logical concepts and meaningful language." (25)

Senn, in exploring goals for early childhood education, states that in

recent years "there has been a burgeoning of investigation into the pllysio-

logical, psycho-social, and intellectual deficiences resultinE from under-

stimulation and of efforts to prevent and ameliorate deficiencies by sensory

stimulation. The amount of stimulation, the timing and the involvement of

human relationship are essential factors in assisting children's learning. (26)

The sensory story techniques provides a setting and time for sharing

familiar experiences in a one to one relationship.

Leading Factors in Lon erm Outcome

In closing, perhaps brief review of major factors considered in studies

of adolescents and adults, to be responsible for achievement of maximal

potential would be of importance in thinking about the training of the

young children.

Curtis, a vocational counselor in attempting to find jobs for 200

cerebral palsied adults concluded that the handling by the parents in the

first years of life was the most important single factor in long term

prognosis. (27)

Wortis and Cooper report that expected physical achievement occurred
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in only 38% of a group of cerebral palsied patients followed. Achievement

was rated fair in 20%, poor in 33%. Factors others than extent of physical

handicap appeared to be important in prognosis. (28)

In a survey of adolescent cerebral palsied in Isreal the following

personality characteristics were found:

Concentration poor
Adjustment to handicap poor
Social maladjustment
Emotional imbalance
Work attitudes poor
Little independence

70%
53%
44%
48%

3810

75% (29)

In an adult study in New York, again with the cerebral palsied,

the authors found prognosis related to the following factors:

Exaggeration of handicap
Relation to others
Emphasis on normal classes
Social independence
Parental understanding

attitudes
Isolation
Early total rehabilitation (30)

Summary

This presentation has stressed the importance of sensori-motor

evaluation of infants and young children and assistance to parents of these

children in techniques of handling problems resulting from early deviation

from normal development.
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It has indicated some recent research studies which assist in more

objective early diagnosis.

It has indicated roles of parents, teachers and others as well as

the role of the physician.

It has given examples of two new approaches to training in the

l2 -3 year age group - use of confined space and multi-sensory story.

Lastly, it has called attention to factors reported to be related

to long term prognosis - factors indicating the major role of personality

development and work habits in determining the long term outcome.

It has been my pleasure to participate in a program in which the

"professional educator" (30) is taking a new look at his role in learning

problems in the very young. (31)
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Audrey Ann Simmons

Central Institute for the Deaf
St. Louis, Missouri

While educational programs for parents have existed in this

country for as long as there are records, the educational "discovery

of infants" and their parents is a more recent event and the concept

of parent involvement is particular to this decade.

Originally, much emphasis was placed on giving parents increased

understanding of their handicapped child, so that they might be better

able to guide him to his optimum development. Actually assuming the

role of the child's teacher seemed to be an integral facet of the

parent's education. Gradually, however, the scope of interest has

widened to take in an understanding of the parental role, since this

is a very critical developmental period in the child's life.

The infant's capability for assimilating and processing information

in his very early years as well as his capabilities for emotional

and physiological involvement has been clearly documented. The growth

and development of the infant into his adult potential are much too

important to be ignored.

Parent involvement is now seen as more than information-giving.

It must aim toward increasing the understanding of parents at many

levels of learning and through many kinds of experiences so that they
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will achieve further individual growth and develop greater competence

in dealing with their children.

Of course, these goals must be applied realistically. Parents

will gain from involvement in a variety of different ways, depending

upon their need and readiness. We may not be able to bring about

drastic changes in the personalities of parents or in child-care

practices which have their roots not only in individual knowledge

but in the parents own upbringing. But we must provide the parents

with greater knowledge of children, of the handicapping condition of

their child, of themselves, of family and community relations in

order to enable parents to alter some of their own practices.

In many ways the greatest need of a handicapped child from the

beginning is a parent who can understand his problem and adjust to it.

He needs parents, who as a result of this understanding, also foresee

what his needs will be.

It is sad, that the vast majority of parents, at least initially,

have no true concept of the educational situation connected to the

handicap. As professionals, we are apt to discuss hearing impairment,

mental retardation, cerebral palsy and other handicaps with implicit

and frequently naive assumption that the general population understands

what we are talking about. We need to spend s considerable period of

time talking about specific problems to parents at a level they
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understand. This needs to be done even if we end up so oversimplifying

the technical aspects that they seem elementary.

It is most important that this counseling be given at a level

which makes it comprehensible and effective. Often this means

providing a great amount of basic information, giving the basic

principles underlying the habilitative procedures. Too many parents

have attempted to cope with a handicapped child for many years with-

out having anything approximating a true understanding of what really

was the educational difficulty.

Another major area needing immediate help is the parents coping

with problems of hour-to-hour, day-to-day management. Too often we

assume that because we have suggested ways of giving language, or have

prescribed didactic exercises, we have really provided for the follow-

through and therefore care. Frequently the overall suggestions for

the child's day may be more worthwhile than to fragment it into parcels

for speech and other activities.

There is much evidence from the study of children brought up in

institutions, such as orphanages, .that an impoverished environment,

in which there were few toys, few contacts with adults and generally

low levels of stimulation, led to retarded intellectual and social

development. ( 2 ) The conditions in institutions are, however,

exceptional and likely to be extreme. While we know little at the
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present time about the amount of variation in the stimulation that

children receive in the average family setting, it seems clear that

we need to see that the handicapped child's day is meaningfully spent.

Under ideal conditions the parents assume responsibilities for

different aspects of the child's learning. Generally, the mother

satisfies the child's needs and administers to his comforts. She

provides security and understanding. The father, on the other hand,

provides opportunities for his child to socialize through games,

conversation, and other, often more physical activities in which

male interests and feelings are projected. However, these ideal

conditions do not exist in all homes.

Most research in the parent-child interaction assumes that there

is a direct and discernible relation between parent variables of

behavior, attitudes, and personality and child behavior and personality

variables. This might well be an oversimplification.

It might very well be that the parents and children influence

each other in a two-way fashion. The child's behavior may shape that

of his parents as well as theirs shaping his. Normal children by the

age of three months seem to have a very strong control over their

parents. It has been said that the mother is a puppet to her three-

month-old puppeteer. If that puppeteer is in fact a handicapped child

it seems plausible that he may shape some patterns of behavior entirely
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different from those of a normal child.

Rheingold ( 9 ) listed the home activities recorded in a normal

environment in order of magnitude as:

1. Holds
2. Talks
3. Talks to
4. Feeds
5. Looks at face

as contrasted with those performed in an institution which were:

1. Holds
2. Feeds
3. Looks at face
4. Talks to

It becomes readily apparent that if the handicap is that of hearing

impairment, the second and third activities of the mother might soon

be extinguished. She may receive little or no reinforcement from

deaf infant. He may not coo, smile or do any of the reinforcing

stunts that mother needs.

Many parents have not had the necessary training for this type

of stimulation. Contrary to the notion that parenting is instinctive,

evidence is accumulating that it, too, is taught. From animal ex-

periments it has been demonstrated that offspring denied "mothering"

in their infancy developed maternal behavior themselves that was

completely abnormal, ranging from indifference co outright abuse.

Those primates entrusted to wire surrogate mothers were inferior to
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those with cloth surrogates, but both were poorer mothers themselves

than primates who had had their real mothers. ( 5 )

It is readily apparent that if the child's handicap is a speech

or hearing problem there is some degree of breakdown in communication.

This breakdown can lead to difficulties in interpersonal relationships

which lead to further breakdown in communication. The parent con-

tributes to the child's problems and visa versa. It is a two-way

channel with tI parent neither entitled to total credit nor to total

blame for his child's behavior. (11 )

Reactions of Parents:

Certainly, the climate for the child's progress is set by the

family's reaction or responses to the knowledge of the handicap. The

very nature of their responses will affect the child's emotional as

well as his cognitive development.

As we observe the reactions of parents to their handicapped

children, these often seem to be divisible into stages similar to

those deliniated by Shontz. (10) I do not mean to suggest that all

parents go through multiple stages. Unfortunately, some may remain

in one or the other indefinitely. The first general parental reaction

to the tragedy of a handicapping condition is that of shock. This

seems reasonable when you realize parents are dealing with the

catastrophe of a significant life-long handicap.
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It is a period of numbness when the problem seems to be perceived

sharply and clearly with a great deal of docility. Lowell ( 7 ) reports

that at this stage parents retain little if any of the important

crucial information given them. Regrettably, some parents are so over-

come by the knowledge that they never get beyond this emotional state.

It is understandable that many parents pass from this first stage

to one of panic. They seem unable to plan or to understand the

situation and frequently manifest their inability to deal with the

situation. If one observed parents only at this stage he would

witness rejection which is even physical at times. The realization

of the handicapping aspect is extremely difficult at this period for

most parents.

It seems appropriate that at this stage, too, for parents to

doubt the accuracy of the diagnosis. Naturally parents will desire

another opinion, and competent consultation is frequently beneficial

in establishing the parents' necessary peace of mind. Their wish

to shop about for various opinions is surely understandable. If it

is recognized and properly directed it can be useful. If, on the other

hand, it leads to indiscriminate "shopping", it is almost always

unfortunate. ( 3 ) In situations where there is wide diversity

of professional philosophies of management, it is frequently wise to

advise the parents, accordingly, so that they will not become confused
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by a multitude of opinions. Certainly, parents should be protected

against inaccurate, unnecessary, unwise or overly optimistic attitudes.

By all means we must be forthright with them.

The stage following panic is that of retreat or denial. When

the situation becomes overwhelming, many of us try to escape. We

may even deny that the problem exists. So, too, do many of the

parents. When suggestions are given for their action, some parents

quickly exhibit an inability to do them. They want someone else to

do everything. "You teach him." "You care for him." "I don't know

how." "I don't have time." Avoidance seems to be the key word at this

phase.

If the professional person is patient, wise, cooperative and

capable, he will help the family through the periods of insecurity

until the parent acknowledges the handicap. It is then that the

parents report it has been as if they had "just buried a good friend."

Shontz describes it as "true mourning". As parents acknowledge the

child's handicap, you can almost witness them rolling up their sleeves

and plunging into the task.

This does not mean they have overcome their own personality

conflicts. They may still be sad and even bitter. They may still

question why it happened to them. They may indulge in scapegoating,



each other, the doctor, the circumstances, or even the agency renderin g

service. The latter is a natural target in the parent's search for a

scapegoat. I might suggest, however, that the vulnerability of parents

to scapegoating may lie in the fact that the specific cause of a child's

handicap might be known. Be that as it may, the reasonably healthy

parents are usually able to recover from the shock, the panic, the

desire to escape and eventually reach the final stage of adjustment and

in some cases even acceptance. It is necessary for them to arrive here,

but more necessary, even critical, for their child. Only when this

stage is reached can the teacher and/or counselor, the child and his

family begin to cope with the handicapping conditions in an optimal

manner.

There are parents, though, who "accept" the problem but have

expectations which are too high and others who have those that are low.

Michaels & Schucman ( 8 ) describe mothers, who not only accept the

child's handicap but appear to approve of it. These low expectancy

parents view the child's dependency as giving meaning to their own

lives. Their efforts are bent toward discouraging the child's

acquisition of self-sufficiency. The unhappy consequence of the high

expectancy parent is the child's inability to please him. Repeated

exposure to failure and parental disapproval has serious effects on the

child's emotional stability. It is extremely important that we channel

the expectancy of the parent to the potential of the child.
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Then too, there is the guilt prone parent who tends to view the

handicapped child as a symbolic punishment for rea! or imagined wrong

doing or even thinking. That parent may have not wanted that child.

She may have sought the wrong medical advice during pregnancy. In

general, the heavy burden of guilt carried by parents seemsto be tied

to an assumption that they somehow are always responsible for what

has happened to their child. It is interesting that parents who

feel relatively certain that their child's condition was caused by

rubella or who have adopted their child do not describe the intense

feelings of guilt as do the others.

It is quite common, too, for us to see another much-favored

defensive mechanism of almost obsessive overprotection used by mothers

of handicapped children. Whether it springs from a mother's deep

uncunscious need for absolute dependency of her child upon her or her

own guilt feelings, it must nevertheless be dealt, with before the child

can mature.

It should further be noted that the total family milieu may be

of such a nature as to alter entirely the paternal or maternal attitude

toward any individual child. Sickness of the mother or in the family

members, economic crises, change of job or location, or changed marital

relationships all have their effect. Children born at such times of

crisis within the family setting naturally put strain on the parents'

attitude. If these crisis are brought on because the child is

handicapped certainly relations can be affected.
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Importantly, in the family setting are siblings who need con-

sideration and inclusion in the total picture. A series of studies

relating to this problem in regard to retarded children in the family

has been done by Farber. He found greater adverse conditions resulting

from high degree of the dependency and superordinate roles eventually

assumed by the normal siblings irrespective of the handicap child's

place. The handicapping condition affected not only the parents but

the entire family as well. ( 4 )

Home Demonstration

If we turn specifically to our attempts to understand the im-

plications underlying the variations of parental attitudes, it becomes

apparent that our procedures for getting them involved must be

individually based. At Central Institute for the Deaf we have had

a program for parents of deaf infants since 1958. Over that period of

time our program has changed somewhat.

Originally, the parents came together to get the best information

they could about their child's hearing problem, what they could expect

of their children and how to deal with his handicap. Soon it became

clear that they needed that and more. They had needs themselves, as

parents. They had their own attitudes, feelings, and expectations.

They had goal setting problems. They needed to focus on their role

as shapers of their child's behavior and in particular his language

behavior.
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With young babies there is no question of formal teaching

situations, the only effective way is to adopt a normal approach. All

parents have many opportunities in their homes, moment-by-moment, for

shaping linguistic and cognitive behavior. There is dressing, washing,

feeding, playing. However, parents need help in translating what they

are told to dO into their own home. Therefore we initiated another

aspect in our program and that was a Home Demonstration Center which

is a real home in appearance.

If you saw it, you would perceive an old house with two apartments

under its roof, like any on the block. The apartments are furnished

in "Sears Early Desperation" and are far from prestigious, but they

are warm, inviting and comfortable. The first floor apartment has a

living room, dining room, kitchen and bedroom. On the second floor is

a kitchen, a living-dining room, a bedroom, a child's room and a bath.

All appliances work with some degree of regularity. The refrigerators,

while not laden; are adequately full and similarly the cabinets and

closets. In short, nothing is contrived. There are no offices, nor

office or school paraphernalia around. These are in the Institute

itself a short half-block away.

Into this setting come the parent and child for an hourly

session with a teacher of the deaf. During this time she attempts

to help them learn to seize every opportunity for language input.

Since our emphasis is upon parents being first-rate-parents not
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second-rate-classroom-teachers, we use only experiences that each

mother would be doing in her particular home. The tasks are of the

regular household, child care variety. They are the typical daily

tasks of the average home.

In her own home the parent is the teacher in the broad sense of

the term. Therefore in our Home Demonstration Center she demonstrates

how well she is progressing while the real teacher makes appropriate

comments. It is obvious that the latter has to be skilled in creating

an atmosphere of ease, transforming apprehensiveness into creative

energy and helping the parents feel the need for interaction with

their child.

Because we do not want the children to grow up unstimulated in

well-furnished pleasant rooms filled with a variety of expensive,

meaningless toys as is often the case, we try to provide basic

perceptual sensory and therefore cognitive experiences. These ex-

periences have verbal labels associated with them which in turn assist

in the storage of the language e.g. vocabulary, and concept. Through

his perception the child develops appropriate concepts and vocabulary

connected to the experiences which have features in common. Mediated

with similar language the concept develops and the language is

absorbed. The child, therefore, receives the data by which to induce

the rules. For example, "washing" is a concept which has linguiJtic

form: wash hands, wash face, hair, wash someone else's face, hands,

etc. wash dishes, pots, pans, silver, wash clothes, wash the car, wash
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the dog, wash the windows, wash the floor, etc.

The implements are soap, sponge, washcloth, mop. The features

in common are water, soap, and rubbing action but the most important

feature they have in common is the word "wash ".

We hypothesize the word "WASH", experienced in a variety of

situations can be more readily learned by the child than the word

experienced even many times in only one situation. There are some

interesting data available which confirm this hypothesis. ( 6 )

The appropriateness of the activity is part of our direction.

(We have even had doubts about such things as our storing milk in a

jar, when most children use a carton.) Part of this is discussed

with mother prior to her demonstrating with her child the task or

tasks she has planned for the hour.

Frequently advice on good "mothering" is given. Certainly good

mothering techniques get reinforced. When she does something to get

her child involved, captures some of his language output, anticipates

his need, we reinforce her with praise or commendation depending upon

her need. Sometimes, we even have to show the mother how to care for

her child physically. We may have to "teach" tricks of toilet training,

feeding, bathing and even of clothing. If mother can't cope we must

help her.

Needless to say siblings come with mother whenever possible. While

this may create havoc, for the teacher, this after all is the true
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situation that faces mother at her home. We strive also to have contacts

with the father as well as the mother. As was noted earlier, the

presence of a handicapped child is likely to intensify family stresses.

One effect may be to decrease mmmunication between the parents each

of whom may have developed very different views of the child. If we

can set the pattern of forthright discussion about what the child did,

can do, might do, and will do, we hope we might focus their attention

and even discussion into meaningful channels.

In seeing parents the teacher never assumes that a conference in

which the parents nod their heads in apparent assent necessarily

represents real understanding. The intense emotional bond between

parents and child may preclude rapid attitude change. Genuine change

is a time-dependent phenomenon resulting from continuous exposure of

the parents to reality oriented situations. In these sessions with

the teachers, parents are encouraged to be themselves, to disclose

their own thoughts and feelings. As Beasley ( 1 ) stated,

to the extent that parents themselves are
granted acceptance and respect, they will
be more free to give this to their child..

Since the problems of a child in
language and speech originate and exist in
an interpersonal setting, modifications of
this environment may be highly important if
change is to take place. p. 319

Group Education

Fundamental to the parent's understanding of the handicapping

condition is his knowledge of the handicap. The program of parent
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groups continues as an essential part of the Institute's services.

At these sessions the subjects are: language development, hearing

aids, behavior modification, genetics, hearing. Some of the speakers

have been adult deaf, the director and the principal of Central

Institute, child psychologist and other parents.

Before we think about what parents gain from experience in

groups we raise a question. What is it that they really need? There

are some universal trends that we have observed. Parents want, first

of all, up to date and accurate scientific information, in language

they can understand, regarding their children's handicap, the effect

that disability may have on the usual chart of normal child development,

the emotional aspects of the handicap, and the way the handicap may

affect the children's personalities and behavior. They want to know

very practically what they can do to help their children develop to

their best capacity, and what they may expect this capacity to be.

In other words, they want to know how to manage now and what they

haVe to look forward to.

These are the questions they often bring first to professional

people, with a very strong sense of urgency. It is only later that

they reveal that they need to know more about themselves, about their

own widely conflicting but normal feelings, and their own special level

of tolerance of the demands that are put upon them. They need to have
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help in recognizing both where they are weak and where they are

strong so that they can turn to appropriate services for help as

they are needed. They also want to know the effect of a handicapped

child on the family as a whole - - the strain this places on the

marriage, the effect on other children as they are growing up.

Surely some of the information parents need can be made

available to them through the printed word, and in lectures at large

meetings. Yet we must always remind ourselves that these "formal

presentations" have their limitations, that parents will take from

such reading and talks only what they are able to take from them and

that they may react to this material in ways that one cannot predict

in advance.

We must not underestimate the impact of one parent upon other

parents in these group situations. In order to study this we had

a person trained in this sort of thing attend all our parent's

meetings and take transcripts. We excluded from the meetings the

audiologists and "parent teachers". There was quite a ventilation

of attitudes such as frequently doesn't come out in the interaction

between the professional person and the parent. This aspect of parent

involvement will be covered by Mrs. Lillie so I shall not delve into

it in any greater depth.

A variety of group experiences, however, needs to be provided
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in order to capture the parent at whatever stage of crisis reaction

he might be. For example our mothers' group meetings range from

small to large. One group is the beginning mothers, another the

continuing mothers. A third group is the combination of the two.

These all meet once a month as does the entire parent group. Un-

fortunately our fathers' group gets together only every other month.

It should be noted that the parents proceed very quickly to enter

into significant discussions and a rather immediate sense of iden-

tification and from one parent to another takes place.

Conclusion

Parents of handicapped children, like their children differ

greatly. Not only do they have the regular variable factors of

culture, education and mentality but they bring added variables

created by the handicapped child's existance. These variables cover

a wide spectrum.

Many forces impinge upon the parents at any given time. Rarely

do two or more sets of parents function at the same level at any

given time. Therefore I propose that each family group be treated

as a separate unit. Appropriate individual guidance needs to be

given to each family. Nevertheless, because they are all coping

with a similar problem I also suggest that opportunities be provided

for group instruction and discussion.
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The primary purpose of the parent involvement is to reach their

handicapped children early and effect change. What parents do is

still a matter of empirical determination.

Current data, sparse though they still are, clearly establish

that there is no one regimen or sequence of events which will optimally

benefit all infants. The degree and kind of relationships between

various types of experiences in early life and subsequent behavioral

performance is not at present known. Nor is there adequate theory

to guide those who have to make decisions concerning the kinds of

experiences to give infants. But it does appear that shaping parental

behavior is a direction. At least the converse has been demonstrated

by various studies which have shown that the earlier in life maternal

deprivation started, and the longer it lasted, the worse were its

results. If deprivation started in early infancy and lasted for as

long as three years, the damage could never be undone said one in-

vestigator. ( 2 ) In order to prevent the added handicap of de-

privation and capitalize upon the critical time of infancy, we need

to intervene as early as possible.

In summary, there has been a change in emphasis with parents

from didactic course work to total involvement. This involvement

has shifted from parent becoming an instructor to parent being a

teacher in the broad sense. Knowledge relative to the handicap is
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still essential but parents need help in parenting. They need to

recognize the opportunities offered constantly in the home and the

impact of their child on them and the family. The professional

people need to be alert to the range of emotional periods through

which parents pass. Recognizing the levels, the professional people

must accept parents at the stage at which they are and move from

there. A suggested program of a home demonstration was described.

Not to be neglected also are group opportunities for ventilation

and exchange.. As the author of "Children Learn What They Live"

said years ago:

If he lives with acceptance,
he learns to love.

If he lives with approval,
he learns to like himself.

If he lives with friendliness,
he learns that world is a nice place in which to live.
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Parents of a physically handicapped child have an enormous task confronting
them, for not only must they do the usual tasks of parenting, but they are also
given additional assigments, such as physical therapy exercises to carry out
each day, and the usual tasks are complicated and made more difficult by the
handicap. Out of these experiences, parents learn early that they must do many
more things for their physically handicapped child than they would for a normal
child, and their child learns that many things must be done for him. This "active
parent-passive child" arrangement, while useful in many ways, later becomes an
impossible situation. Parents complain that the child is not "motivated" to do
the things he can do - like dressing and undressing, daily hygiene, feeding, and
so on. They see the child sitting in his wheel-chair, passive and helpless in
the face of their expectations that he do some task, and this raises mixed
feelings of guilt and resentment. Are they expecting too much from a handi-

capped child? The result is often that the parent ends up doing it for the
child, yet feeling vaguely manipulated. Efforts by many parents to break this
pattern often result in a power struggle with ill feelings on both sides, and
little success in establishing a new pattern.

The picture we often encounter in the clinic, then, is, first a passive,
dependent child, who learned this style out of multiple experiences of being
cared for by necessity - he couldn't do the job himself because of his handicap,
and, secondly, an active parent who must do many more things for his child

than other parents, but who gradually gets"locked-in" to this way of parenting
his handicapped child and who is seemingly unable to gain the cooperation of
the child in creating a different approach.

When we encounter this (and it is very frequent), we have proposed a beha-
vioral modification program as a means of changing the pattern of behavior
between parent and child. This simply involves the use of rewards and punish-
ments, selected and applied in a way that maximizes the possibility of change.

Certainly, this approach is not new; it has probably been the typical ap-
proach of parents for all of human history. This, of course, is an advantage,
in that we are not introducing something unique, only taking what the parent is
doing and clarifying the procedures. Thus, if the reward is defined in terms of
what the child finds rewarding, not what the parent thinks is rewarding, the
desired change is much more likely to occur. If the reward is given immediately
after the desired behavior rather than some time later or as a promise (and
veiled threat) prior to the behavior, again likelihoods are increased. If the
desired behavior is broken down into very small steps and the child learns each
step well, being rewarded for this, the end product will more likely be what the
parent hopes for. These principles almost seem common sense, yet it is amazing
how many violations of them occur among parents. Certainly, the model is well-
supported in psychological research, and in the practical applications in
schools, clinics, hospitals, homes, and so on.

The procedures typically followed with each of the families we see are as
follows: An initial appointment is made with parents and child, when the problem
behaviors are identified and the program described. Arrangements are made to
gather data in the home. Usually a home visit is made between the first and
second appointments, when the therapist obtains data on the frequency of the
behaviors and the contingencies involved, and gives the parents the book, Living
with Children, by Patterson and Gulliora, to read. This book presents the prin-
ciples of behavioral modification in an easy-to-read fashion. At the next
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appointment, the therapist goes over the book with the parents making sure that
the concepts are reasonably well understood. Rewards (or reinforcers, as we call
them) are selected and the program details worked out so that the attack on
target behaviors is begun immediately. Subsequent appointments are arranged to
look at the data collected by the parents and to work out problems.

The following are representative examples of our work. They were selected
because they illustrate many varied aspects of the approach (though formal dis-
cussion of these aspects will be limited).

The first child, whom I shall call John, is a five-year-old boy, with a
diagnosis of meningomyelocele (spina bifida). This is a defect in the develop-
ment of the spinal column occurring 8 to 12 weeks after conception. Because of
the failure of the complete closure of the primitive neural tube, thes children
are born with a defect in the vertebra and spinal cord which leaves them without
adequate innervation of the lower trunk and extremities, together with frequent
secondary complications, such as hydrocephalus, urinary tract infections, and
orthopedic problems of the back and legs.

John comes from a family of four. Father, age 30, is a college graduate in
engineering; mother, age 25, a high school graduate with additional secretarial
training, but who is not presently working outside the home. John has a sister
two years younger than. he. The family has adapted fairly well to the fact of
John's disability, although the fact of his borderline level of intellectual
function has only been partly assimilated.

john is typically, lively, alert, and observant of his environment, quickly
noting and imitating the verbal behavior of others. Consequently, he has a
repertoire of quite adult and "cute" phrases, which elicit laughter and approval,
particularly among adults who encounter John for the first time. Unfortunately,
he has become very adept at using these phrases to avoid performing difficult or
otherwise undesirable tasks. For example, when an intelligence test was admin-
istered to him, John would often respond to questions with such phrases as,
"Let's see," "I don't remember that, darn it," "I'm going home now," "I goofed,
darn it," "Don't ask me that now," "I'm trying to think," and so ou; in a
twenty-minute period during test administration, John emitted 35 such interfering
phrases, usually placing his head between his hands and looking away from the
task. While these behaviors are comical, they become increasingly frustrating to
someone working with,him toward a defined goal. With John about to enter kinder-
garten, it was clear that such behaviors were an impediment to John's adaptation
there and to his prospective learning experiences. Hence, the behavioral modifi-
cation program had as its target two areas: 1. limiting his expression of dis-
ruptive phrases which would be incompatible with attention to, and execution of,
a task; 2. strengthening such pre-academic skills such as counting, color-naming
and so on, which would enhance John's probability of success in kindergarten.
Because of the short time involved prior to beginning at school, the program was
carried out in the clinic. One parent was always present, and observed (and
later modeled) the procedure.

Discussion with the parents revealed their disapproval of the use of any-
thing except social reinforcers, such as praise and approval, with John, i.e.,
they seemed to feel that the use of toys, food, and concrete rewards were inap-
propriate in the training of children. Consequently, social reinforcers were
used with the idea to test out John's responsiveness to them. Typically, one
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would proceed from primary reinforcers, paired with social praise, to secondary
reinforcers, such as tokens later traded for toys, to social praise alone; with
John we proceeded almost in the reverse order. Social reinforcers produced no
consistent behavioral change. Secondary reinforcers in the form of penciled
tallies traded for colored stars were also not particularly successful. A
primary reinforcer in the form of raisins, used at the suggestion of Mother, was
inadequate in that John satiated on these too quickly. It was then decided to
return to pencil marks, which could, when a few were accumulated, be traded for
pennies, and when a few pennies were accumulated, he could buy things at the
"store," i.e., a shelf of novelty toys which had high interest value for John and
were purchased by his parents. This system was applied to the tasks presented
to John and the result was that, within four weeks, John was performing well in
such things as color-naming, counting, identifying letters of the alphabet, pre-
reading skills, and so on.

To eliminate (or slow down) the disruptive verbalizations, an extinction
procedure was used in which the therapist turned her body away from John and
made no response for several seconds following such phrases. While this was
initially effective, it appeared that John received a great deal of reinforce-
ment from being able to manipulate the therapist into turning her back. It was
then decided to begin rewarding the incompatible behavior of attending to the
task in addition to the above extinction procedure. This was quite effective.

John began school and, by his parents' and teacher's reports, did very
well. His classroom behavior was typically within acceptable limits, and main-
tained, largely because the parents continued the procedures after termination
at the clinic.

The second child, whom we shall call Randy, is a five-year-old boy with
cerebral palsy, hydrocephalus and mental retardation. He is fairlj well known
to the clinic as a result of periodic visits, and to the psychologists because
of intellectual evaluations. His mother is an intelligent, serious woman in her
forties. She has only partly assimilated the fact of Randy's physical and
mental handicaps, and her adjustment includes devoting peat quantities of time
and effort towards Randy. The father is a pleasant, easy-going man who works
long hours and is not deeply involved in the daily family activities, but who is
fond of and indulgent toward his wife and child. Older siblings are married and
away from home. The family lives approximately 100 miles from the hospital, a

fact of particular interest in that the behavioral modification program was
carried on largely by telephone.

At the time of a clinic visit, the mother voiced her distress about Randy's
eating patterns and her lack of success with toilet training. An appointment was
arranged with the behavior therapist, at which the time the situation was assessed,
and the Patterson book given the parents to read. At the second appointment (both
parents present), the therapist obtained a detailed behavioral description of the
problem area of greatest concern to them, in this case, toilet training; rein-
forcement principles, including successive approximation, were explained and illu-
strated in terms of the problem, and a step-by-step program set up. Emphasis
was placed on flexibility in application, in that they could make any changes
consistent with the principles.
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The specific problem was that Randy would neither sit nor approach either
of the potty chairs in the home, and, if forcibly placed there, would cry loudly
and continuously until Mother took him of2. Steps to modify these behaviors
include the use of praise as a reinforcer, shaping approach behaviors until he
would readily sit on the potty chair for at least 15 minutes.

The nex-!-: contact was made by phone nine days later. Randy was now sitting
on the chair and showing no signs of distress. One creative innovation had been
worked out: Mother noted Randy's fear of the potty chair, but not of another
chair of similar size and shape. Suspecting that the hole in the chair was signi-
ficant, she covered it with a paper towel until Randy was readily acceptant of
it, then removed it, a step which Randy could take relatively easily. Further
steps were planned, always emphasizing the principles involved. Data collection
was instituted at this time. At the second phone conversation, ten days later,
Randy had had several successes with toileting. Record-keeping was improved,
practices inconsistent with the principles were noted, with suggestions for
corrections, and general questions were answered. The third phone contact, 20
days following the second, revealed that Randy was now doing very well with his
toileting, rarely wetting his pants. The program was now expanded to two addi-
tional problem areas and at the fourth call, eight days later, and the fifth
call, one month later (three months after setting up the program), things were
progressing well. At this point, orthopedic surgery was planned, which involved
a week's hospitalization and six weeks of casts on his legs. Randy's mother was
quite distressed, feeling this would result in the loss of all the learning
which had occurred. Since delay of surgery was impossible, efforts were made to
work around it and to aria/Mother's anxiety. Two months post-surgery, Mother
reported that Randy was doing well; she had used a paper cup while he was in
casts and no decrement in toileting behavior had occurred. The program was now
expanded further to cover additional problem areas and Randy's mother was placed
on her own, insofar as implementing the program, with the option of calling if
she needed a consultation. Two subsequent contacts revealed that, aside from
minor problems, desired changes had occurred and subsequent performance was con-
sistent. Interestingly, Mother typically focused on remaining problem behaviors,
rather than the successes achieved.

The third child, whom we shall call George, is a seven-year-old boy, with the
same diagnosis as John, meningomyelocele. He comes from a relatively large
family - there are four older children, two brothers and two sisters, and one
younger brother. Both parents are high school graduates; Father is an insurance
broker. George is a quiet and dependent child of average intelligence, who was
seen for the purpose of building self-care behaviors and independent functioning.
The initial interview with the family made apparent their confusion over knowing
whether George was truly capable of but inadequately motivated toward performing
certain tasks, or whether he lacked the skills involved to execute the tasks.
Close coordination was arranged between our program and the physical and occu-
pational therapy programs. In the latter, George's present self-care skills
would be assessed and any unlearned skills taught. The physical therapist also
visited the home to ensure that everything would be safe and conducive to
George's independent functioning.

A self-care rating system, modified from the Kenny Self-Care Evaluation
Form (Schoening & Iversen, 1965), was devised in consultation with the physicians
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and physical and occupational therapists who determined what could realistically
be expected of George. His mother was taught to make the ratings.

One of the major obstacles to independent functioning appeared to be the
intervention of both Father and Mother, who found it easier to help and prompt
George than to allow him the leeway to attempt his own self-care. Because of
this, it was difficult to determine what George would do if not aided by his
parents. It was emphasized that, in order to assess his present level of auto-
nomy, it was quite necessary that both the parents refrain wherever possible
from helping George.

A week's baseline data was collected and, from this, two areas of concern
were identified. The first area was that of washing face, hands, and arms, and
brushing his teeth each morning. George usually dallied 15 to 20 minutes, and
usually had to be prompted and nagged before giving up his play and completing
the tasks. The other concern was over George's slowness in coming to dinner,
and his dallying and playing with his food during the mealtime. When called for
dinner, he frequently delayed 10 to 15 minutes before coming to the table, and
when he did arrive, he would sit for some five minutes before starting to eat.
His mother said it took constant coaxing and reminding to get George to finish
his meal. Usually it took George 15 minute& longer to eat than the rest of the
family.

While George's mother felt the morning dallying was "quite tolerable" at
the time, the dinnertime behavior was quite frustrating. Dessert was chosen as
an appropriate reinforcer for proper eating behavior. If George came promptly
to the table when called, and was able to pace his eating so that he finished
with the rest of the family, he could than have dessert. Followup ten days
later showed this to be very effective. orge had consistently come to the
table immediately upon being called, and was always the first one of the family
to be finished.

Unfortunately, following this success, this family did not continue with
the program, stating they were too busy with company and vacations at that
time. We are hopeful they will become reinvolved.

Two points may be presented. First, behavioral modification is a technique
of sufficient refinement to make the tasks of parenting, more particulary of a
physically handicapped child, immensely easier. In gaining a more appropriate
response style in the learning situation with John, in getting George to stop
procrastinating and dallying around mealtimes, and in securing toilet training
for Randy, we have found the behavioral modification is potentially a very
powerful approach, and even can be done, on occasion, with minimal personal con-
tact with the family (cf., Randy). Certainly, the basic approach of rewarding
and punishing behavior is age-old, and probably universally used in some version.
Nevertheless, such recently articulated and clarifierl concepts as successive
approximation, reinforcers being defined by their effects on the subject,
reinforcers administered immediately following the behavior to be modified, and
so on, often make the difference between success and failure in achieving a de-
sired behavior from a child.

On the other hand, behavioral modification appears deceptively simple, and
therein is both its strength and weakness. For example, the selection of
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reinforcers for John was a relatively long and involved process which required not
only a healthy knowledge of the behavioral modification approach, but also consi-
derable information about John himself (mostly supplied by the parents) and some
shrewd intuition about What will likely work. Further, there is sometimes a com-
plex intertwining of variables which are difficult to sort out, for example, when
a child's helpless behavior is rewarding or gratifying to a parent. The claim is
not, however, that it represents the solution to any and all problems involved in
the care of physically handicapped child, but that it is one technique, which,
if used with consistency and sophistication, will resolve many difficulties a
parent encounters.

Secondly, we have ceased to view the child primarily as an individual with
certain personalty characteristics, and strengths and weaknesses in abilities
and life styles. Instead, he is one member of a family which has certain pat-
terns and structures, and that by responding to the whole family, we increase
the possibility of the child maximizing his potential in life, we decrease the
chance of poor success in the goals for the child, and we do not overlook the
needs of the mother, the father and the siblings. Concretely, this means that
in clinic, we try to see, or certainly find out about all family members and
take them into the treatment planning.

A third point. We are aware that the need is far beyond the resources of
our clinic, even poteLtially. People from four states (distances of greater than
600 miles occasionally) come to the clinic; yet the technique extends over time
and requires periodic contact which eliminates all from our program who live
beyond the relatively small area around our clinic. Further, the number of
clinic personnel we have for this is quite insufficient for the need, even for
those in the limited geographic area. A related problem has to do with whether
such a program should be carried out by clinical psychologists in a clinic
setting; parents often have understandable fears about the psychiatric implications
of the treatment. A logical alternative which would solve both problems cited,
would be to incorporate into the developing programs for early childhood educa-
tion, the behavioral modification approach with the emphasis on teaching the
skills to parents to help them be more successful in the tasks of parenting. I
urge its serious consideration.
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THE USE OF THE CULTURALLY DIVERGENT ADULT
AS A PARENT EDUCATOR

Malcolm Garber
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The three-way attack of Gordon's Florida Parent Educator

Model involves the parent in the home as one of its focal points.

Actually, the parent is a key element in educating the child from

the standpoint of those who have developed the Florida Parent Educator

Model. Change the pr rents and you change the child. Develop effective

techniques of stimulating the child and you may develop a child who

will be more effective in school. Involve a parent in the process of

teaching her child and you will probably have a more capable child.

And so, one of the major thrusts of this program is aimed at develop-

ing a more effective mother, or mothering one. This model looks toward

changing the mothering one.

The mothering one's attitude toward school may be changed by

a variety of experiences she has with schools and school people.

Parents have come to the Parent Advisory Council Meetings to find out

what the program means for their children. The Parent Advisory Council

(P.A.C.) is a group of parents who represent the families in a given

Head Start or Follow Through community. They assist in the selection

of school programs as well as in the determination of who is to be
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Adult as a Parent Educator -- M. Garber

parent educators. Their role is to advise the school district or project

directors. Since these are parents, sensitive to the needs of their

children and the demands of their community, the recommendations they

make to school people are considered very meaningful and very important.

By encouraging parents to meet and discuss what is happening to

their children, it is possible to influence the attitudes of mothers and

mothering ones. Trust of the schools can be fostered when parents under-

stand the goals of a school program. When parents participate in the

school program,it is possible thzt prior negative attitudes toward school

can be changed.

Sometimes early resistance in the parents has to be overcome.

Take the case of one grandmother with ten children who was invited to a

P.A.C. meeting. When she was asked to come to the meeting, her immediate

response was that the school meeting conflicted with a church meeting.

Further discussion revealed that any night of the week was a "meeting"

night. She would always be unavailable. However, her initial resistance

toward coming was surmounted. Having come to an evening meeting, she was

shown some of the work of her four-year-old granddaughter. She was asked

about the strengths of this child. These strengths were to be used as

starting points in the educational program which was to be tailored for

her granddaughter. This was made clear to her. The teachers and parent

educators told her of the progress her child was making. She appeared

delighted. A parent educator visited her two days later with a task for

her to teach her child. The door was opened wide. A task which reflected

the individual needs of the child was presented. The parent surrogate

became aware that each week a new and distinctive task would be brought
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into the home. A new more positive view of the school may have been in

the making. This parent spoke of her older children, and said she wished

some of them had had the opportunity which Head Start was presenting the

grandchild. She seemed to feel that this weekly home task might really

help her child. This was something, within her own power, that she could

do to help her child. Doing such meaningful work can possibly change the

way a person sees himself. It can also give one a feeling of mastery or

control over what is happening around him. It may even create a feeling

of trust in the schools. Such attitudes can lead to greater involvement

in school activities.

During evenings when parents are involved in Community Action

Program Meetings they may be also exposed to the kinds of activities in

which their children are involved. Parents may gingerly experience foot

painting, finger painting, modeling clay, etc.

Parents may also help out with somecf the other activities that

are entailed in evening meetings. One of our Head Start programs in

Chattanooga has enlisted its parents to make drapes for the classrooms

and also to come into the classrooms and read. Another one of our com-

munities had a parent demonstrate ethnic cooking techniques to children.

The Jacksonville Head Start program had a parent volunteer make pizza

pies for the children. What such involvement may do is create better

attitudes toward the school. Parents can get the feeling that they are

masters of their own fate and to some extent they may pass this on to

their children. The respect which is often a veiled fear that some

parents have for school can become a respect which is moderated by trust

toward the school, and esteem for oneself. This is most certainly a
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desired outcome of the Florida Parent Educator Model.

The mothering one can sometimes be the father, if the father is

the one who most of the time assists the child in learning at home. Neither

natural parent need be the one who teaches the child tasks. Grandparents,

aunts, brothers and sisters, even friends of the family may teach the child

in the home. Preferably, one person in the home will consistently work

with the child. A parent educator may work with a father, showing him how

to administer a task to his child. The parent educator may be concerned

with the way the parent administers the task as well as the content of the

tasks. Sometimes, the task requires some rather elaborate materials which

are brought into the home. Often materials, available in the home are

used in tasks. The development of a better idea of what a circle is can

be the goal of a task. The parent might be asked to teach the child to

make a circle using different shapes, such as crescents, or straight

lines. Of considerable importance might be the way the parent goes about

teaching the child. Can the parent be taught to allow the child to make

a mistake without punishing the child? Is it possible that the parent

may even teach the task by generating feelings of success in the child?

These are also some of the objectives in taking tasks into the home. The

model makes an attempt to change the teaching behavior of the parent--a

difficult yet crucial task. To fulfill this requirement the parent educator

must be well aware of the goals of each task.

This will only be accomplished when a close and wholesome communica-

tion can be established between a teacher and her parent educators. Our

model calls for two parent educators per classroom. The teacher needs to

be concerned that the parent educators know how to administer the task and
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the reason for giving the task. She emphasizes why the task is important.

That way she can answer a parent's questions about the value of doing such

things in the home.

The parent's concern for what and how the child is learning in-

creases as the parent becomes more actively engaged in teaching the child.

More opportunities for learning at home may be provided. Concern about

the way the child talks and thinks may developm Expectations for the

child's success may grow. The child's accomplishments may systematically

be rewarded. This is a process which could affect the parent as much as

the child. A need to achieve in the parent may be fostered by the success

experiences gained from working with the child. The parent might seek

more schooling so that he can better teach his child.

An enriching academic experience can be triggered in a Head Start

or Follow Through Program such as this. Mothers can meet together and be-

gin to learn how to assist their children in learning to write. ThAy can

gain self-confidence by talking to one another and the teacher in a group.

In fact, group discussion and consideration of social issues can

1)., a stimulant which might lead to a parent finishing high school, or going

on to college.

Mothers have come to the school to talk with the teacher and parent

educators about enrollment in an adult education program. Mothers have

learned to trust the parent educators. Mothers have confided in their parent

educators. Mothers have developed strong enough feelings of mastery and a

powerful enough self-concept to begin to enrich their academic experiences.

The parent seems to be changing and the Florida Parent Educator

Model is contributing to this change. Not only has the parent succeeded in
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helping her child, she has also succeeded in helping herself. If the

Florida Model can assist in changing those who mother Head Start children,

it will have become a significant weapon in the war against poverty.

This is one objective of the model.

The Florida Parent Educator Model was adapted from the

Early Child Stimulation Through Parent Education Project funded by

the Children's Bureau, Project No. PHS-R-306, R-306 (01), Ira J.

Gordon, Principal Investigator.
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TRAINING MOTHERS TO INSTRUCT
THEIR INFANTS AT HOME

Merle. B. Karnes and Earladeen Badgerl

The educational program for disadvantaged infants that I am describ-
ing today is one that was developed over a seven-month period and imple-
mented by mothers who had undergone an intensive training program conducted
by professional staff. The impetus fOr this pilot research project was
derlTed from an earlier study (Karnes, Studley, Wright, and Hodgins, 1968)
conducted with mothers of three- and four-year-old disadvantaged children
who were not enrolled in a preschool program. Although this was a short-
term study (11 weeks), the results clearly demonstrated that mothers can
be effectively involved in direct intervention with their preschool chil-
dren at home. While Schaefer (1969) and Kirk (1969) have developed suc-
cessful tutorial programs for infants, the ratio of professional staff to
infants makes the application of these programs on a large scale impractical
both financially and in terms of available personnel. This study, then, was
based on the premise that mothers of disadvantaged infants can be trained to
more effectively stimulate the intellectual and language development of their
infants. Such an effort, if successful,would (1) extend the number of children
reached by limited professional staff with minimal budget, (2) stimulate the
mother's awareness of the education needs of her infant and her role in meet-
ing these needs, (3) affect positively the educational prognosis of other
children in the family as the mother incorporated her training into her role
as mother, (4) develop a sense of dignity and worth as the mother demon-
strated self-help capabilities, (5) provide a setting where family problems
related to school failures and disappointments but beyond the mother-infant
focus could be openly discussed,and (6) contribute to the training of in-
digenous leadership by encouraging these mothers to become involved in the
agencies for educational and social change within their own community.

METHOD

Recruitment

Twenty mothers with infants between the ages of twelve and
twenty-four months were recruited from the economically depressed
neighborhoods of Champaign-Urbana, a community of 100,000 in
central Illinois.2 Staff workers at the offices of Aid to

1Merle B. Karnes is Professor of Special Education, Institute for Research
on Exceptional Children, and Earladeen Badger was a Graduate Assistant in
the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign Campus.

2
The original
and mothers;
could not be
abandoned.

intent had been to include a control group of twenty infants
however, an adequate number of mothers able to participate
recruited, and the attempt to maintain a control group was



Dependent Children and the Public Health Department were the primary
referral sources. In addition, an interviewer canvassed certain
acutely disadvantaged sections of the city to locate disadvantaged
families new to the community or otherwise unknown to the referring
agencies. Sixteen of the twenty mothers who comprised the training
group were ADC recipients. The families of the remaining four
children met the 0E0 poverty definition acceptable for Head Start
admission.

During these initial contacts, the mother was asked if she
were willing to attend a two-hour class each week where she would
be instructed in teaching techniques to use with her infant at
home. In order to make appropriate baby-sitting arrangements for
her children, she would be paid $1.50 an hour to attend these
meetings. Transportation to and from the meetings would also be
provided. She was asked, further, to agree to apply these teaching
techniques with her infant for a period of time each day. She
would not be paid for this work-time at home, but the toys used
to implement the instructional program would be given to her baby.
Finally, it was explained that the infant would be tested at home
bexore and after the program to determine how successful she had
been as a teacher'.

Although the mothers readily acknowledgedthe importance of
education to their children, they did not recognize their contri-
bution to that enterprise. The suggestion that they could learn
ways to stimulate the mental and language development of their
babies at home was received with skepticism. Needless to add,
many mothers agreed to participate in the program with only a
limited commitment. Generally, it might be fair to characterize
the mothers' initial acceptance of the program as follows: They
wanted their children to have a better education than they had had
and were favorably impressed by the educational opportunity offered
their infant regardless of how inadequate they may have felt about
their own participation as a "teacher."

Background of the Mothers

After enrollment had stabilized in November, the group of
twenty included eighteen Negro and to Caucasian mothers. Three
of the Negro women were grandmothers who were included because
they assumed the primary responsibility for the infants. The
two white mothers and four of the Negro mothers had been born in
the North; the others had mluatt4 from the Louth, principall
from Mississippi but also from Georgia and Arkansas. The ages
of these mothers ranged from 19 to 56 years, with a mean age of
29.4 years. Their educationallevelsranged from 6 to 12 years, with
a mean of 9.2 years. These mothers had from 2 to 12 children, with
a mean of 4.9 children.

Public assistance through Aid to Dependent Children was the
total or partial support for sixteen of the families included in



this study, and the fathers were absent from all but two of these
homes. Six of these mothers worked on a part-time basis (domestic
day -work) to supplement ADC funds; three had stable full-time
employment (a hotel maid, an aide in a nursing home, and a drug
store cashier), and one attended a beauty culture school on a full-
time basis. In the families of the three participating grandmothers,
the mothers of the infants were full-time students. Four of the
families in this study were self-supporting. Three of these families
represented intact marriages. Two mothers were employed full-time;
one worked a sixteen-hour day at a factory assembly-line job and an
evening food service job and the other supported herself as a food
caterer. With only one exception (the family in which the mother
worked a sixteen-hour day) the annual income of these families did
not exceed $4000.

Initial Characteristics of the Children

The mean chronological age of the twenty infants who partici-
pated in this study was nineteen months at the time of the initial
intelligence test, with a range of 14 to 26 months. Nine of these
subjects were female, 11 were male; 18 were Negro and two were
Caucasian. The initial mean Cattell IQ of this group was 97.6, and
IQ scores ranged from 79 to 120.

Intervention

To encourage discussion, the twenty mothers were divided into
two groups of ten which met separately throughout the program.
Two staff members conducted the weekly two-hour meetings over the
seven-month period of the study. One staff member functioned as
a group leader while the other served as a recorder. After the
meeting, both staff members evaluated in writing the content pre-
sented and the interactions among the members of the group. In

addition, they made monthly (more often when necessary) home visits
to reinforce the teaching principles introduced at the meetings
and to help each mother establish a positive working relationship
with her baby. These visits also provided staff members an essen-
tial observation of the appropriateness of the infant curriculum
as well as their success in communicating teaching strategies to

the mothers. In all cases, these visits were welcomed by the
mothers.

In general, the weekly meetings were divided between child-
and mother-centered activities. The first category included the
presentation of educational toys and materials with an appropriate
teaching model and required strong staff leadership. The mother-
centered activities involved group discussion directed toward child-
rearing problems in today's society but was intended to foster a
sense of responsibility in the mothers for themselves, their
families, and the community in which they live. That portion of
the meeting often involved minimal leader participation so that
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the group would provide its own vehicle for attitude change
through interactions among the members.

Eleven educational toys were chosen as the instructional
media for the intellectual and language stimulation of the infant
but were, of course, equally important as the media in which a
positive interaction between mother and child occurred. In addition,
crayons, scissors, play dough, chalk and slate, inexpensive books,
a lending library of thirty wooden in-lay puzzles, and simple
object lotto games were provided. A child's table and chair and
a plastic laundry basket for toy storage were supplied as condi-
tioners of good work habits. These materials were chosen through
an evaluation of those used in the earlier infant tutorial pro-
gram and were selected to offer a wide range of experience in
sensory-motor as well as conceptual and language development.
While the books were primarily intended to encourage language in-
teractions between mother and child, all of the program toys created
opportunities for verbal development. As the leadfx demonstrated
teaching techniques with each new toy, she used key words which
the mothers were to use and which they were to encourage their
children to say.

Certain principles of teaching were repeated often at the
weekly meeting and encouraged during the home visits.

1. If you have a good working relationship with your
child, you can become an effective teacher. A good relationship
is based on mutual respect.

2. Be positive in your approach. Praise or acknowledge
the child's success in each new task, even when the child simply
tries to do as he is instructed. In correcting a mistake, minimize
it. Show the right way immediately; have the child attempt the
task again and praise him.

3. Break a task into separate steps. Teach one step at
a time, starting with the simplest. Do not proceed to the next
step until the child is successful with the first.

4. Introduce one toy at a time. Put one toy back in
the laundry basket before presenting another. With beads or toys
with many parts, use a container on the table to teach order and
to prevent spills.

5. If the child does not attend or try to do as instructed
(and you are absolutely sure he can do what is asked), put the toys
away until later. Try again when he is ready to work. Do not
scold, beg, or bribe. This time together should be fun for both
of you.
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The instructional program for the child developed as follows:

1. The table and chair set and plastic laundry basket
were considered essential in encouraging organization in the he
and with the child. Mothers were instructed to work with their
babies at the child's table and with the child on his chair.
Initially, work periods were only ten minutes but increased as
the child's attention span lengthened and as the selection of toys
increased.

2. Each mother collected or was given a set of five
seriated cans. Introducing two cans, she stressed the words big
and little. She taught her baby to stack, saying, "Put the little
can on tea of the big can." Then the cans were inverted: "Put the
little can in the big one." When the child successfully performed
these tasks with two cans, the mother increased the number until
he was able to perform both tasks with five cans. The use of cans
preceded the nested boxes which were distributed later.

3. Initially, mothers were instructed to remove the
maduated rings from the spindle and arrange them in order on the
table. The child was to place the rings on the spindle in order.
When this format was followed, even the youngest baby was successful,
and the graduated rings proved to be a good first toy for developing
a sense of accomplishment.

4. In introducing snap beads the mother stood behind
the child's chair, clasped her hands over his, and repeated the
motions of 22.01 and pal by snapping and unsnapping the same two
beads. She exaggerated this movement, repeating the key words.
When the child approximated these motions, he was ready to try to
snap the beads without help. Later, he had to be helped again to
learn to move the hand that held the chain of beads up to the next
bead.

5. Although five geometric shapes were to be placed in
their proper holes in the form box, each mother began with the
easiest shape, the circle. Calling the shape by name, she helped
her child insert the circle until he could do it by himself. Other
shapes were added one at a time.

(The Nested Cans, the Graduated Rings, the Snap Beads, and the
. Form Box were introduced during the first FiX meetings. The first
two toys helped to develop a sense of success; the other two re-
quired patience from mother and child. Help from the mother was
particularly needed with babies under twenty months of age. Since
most of the babies had an attention span of less than twenty minutes
at this stage of the program, four toys and two simple picture books
were adequate materials for daily at-home work sessions.)



6. StringinA beads was a more difficult task than snap-
ping beads. Mothers needed to demonstrate many times and, as with

the snap beads, helped their children by standing behind their
chairs. Babies under eighteen months were not ready for this toy,
but most of the children were completely successful with this task
between the ages of twenty and twenty-two months.

7. Masonite Shapes in various colors and sizes were
presented initially to emphasize form and size. Color was not
stressed, and this toy served as an extension of the form box and
of the concept of us, and little introduced with nested cans.
Mothers were instructed to stress the words circle, square, bj
circle, little circle, etc. They were encouraged to improvise
verbal games such as "Give me the big circle. Put the little
circre in the box."

8. Only two nested boxes, big and little,were presented
at first. In addition to the stacking and inverting tasks intro-
duced with nested cans, the child learned to cover the little box
with the big box, "to hide the box." Later, when working with
several boxes, the mother prearranged them to insure the child's
success.

(At the end of the third month of the program, older children were
performing fairly successfully with all of these toys. Several
were attending for as long as an hour, and the mothers were en-
couraged to repeat the complete program of toys daily.)

9. The pounding bench, lusy box, and music ball were
distributed to mothers the week before Christmas and were described
as "fun toys." They were not to be kept with the program toys or
played with at the table and chair; rather, the baby could play
with them whenever or however he chose. Mothers who complained
that their babies didn't want to stop working when they put away
the toys were instructed to use the fun toys as transfer toys.
The mother was to put away the program toys when she decided the
session was finished and to give her baby one of the fun toys as
a substitute. For those babies who valued the time with mother
rather than the toys, this substitution was not very successful.

10. The lending library of thirty wooden in-lay puzzles
(3-12 pieces) was initiated during the third month of the program.
,Mothers of younger babies kept the same puzzle for two or three
weeks, but other mothers exchanged puzzles on a weekly basis.

11. During the second half of the program, language
development was increasingly emphasized. Mothers received a list
of antonyms with examples of how to teach them to their babies.
The teaching of prepositions was demonstrated with program toys.
Several simple finger plays were also taught. Books such as The
Three Little Kittens and Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes stressed
dramatization in story-telling. These kinds of activities were
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not enthusiastically received by the mothers, perhaps because they
were self - conscious about their own speech patterns, and the two
white mothers provided most of the favorable response to these
activities. All of the mothers, however, enjoyed teaching body
parts to their babies and some were successful with as many as
10-15 parts of the body.

12. All of the babies enjoyed playing with play dough,
scissors, crayons, and slate and chalk. Although these materials
were offered to the child during the work period so that his mother
could supervise, their use was relatively unstructured. Other than
teaching their babies to make a circle by going "round and round"
with a crayon on a large newspaper and with chalk on the slate,
the mothers were encouraged to allow their babies to express
themselves freely with these materials. Several of the older
babies learned to use the scissors very well and to show control
with large crayons. A home project which proved very successful
in stimulating language was a picture scrapbook, a loose-leaf
notebook with durable, heavy-grade paper. The mother or older
children in the family cut pictures from magazines and catalogs
which the baby was able to identify by naming or pointing. These
pictures were pasted in the scrapbook, a source of pride and
accomplishment shared by mother and child.

13. A set of 10 wooden blocks, the learning tower (5
graduated, plastic cylinders), and Un!fix Cubes (10 one-half inch
interlocking plastic cubes) were introduced near the end of the
program to demonstrate transfer of learning to the mothers. Mirthers

were requested to provide no instruction and to observe the reac-
tions of their infants when presented with these toys. In order
that a staff member could also observe these reactions, these
toys were distributed during a home visit. Staff and mothers
were delighted to see that most of the babies stacked and inverted
the plastic cylinders from the learning tower as they had the cans
and boxes. They were able to join the interlocking cubes with the
same skill they had acquired with the snap beads.

14. Four kinds of Object Lotto Cards were rotated during
the last month of the program. The pictures on the cards were
familiar to most of the babies, and the older children quickly
learned to match the cards to the pictures on the large lotto card.

The mother-centered aspect of the weekly meetings was not
planned by the staff alone; rather, the group response to previous
material guided the selection of discussion topics. The leader
was prepared to introduce a new topic at each meeting but was
willing to change the agenda when a more relevant topic was brought
up by one of the mothers. Among the topics which provoked meaning-
ful discussion were child discipline, birth control, and the genera-
tion gap. On occasion, pamphlets or magazine excerpts were distrib-
uted for reading prior to discussion sessions. Several films

I



('Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?" and "2almour Street") and speakers
(a Black Power advocate and a family planning expert) were included
as were a trip to the public library to provide cards for all mothers
and to explore the resources of the children's library and a visit
to a demonstration nursery school. After group identity had been
established, discussion sessions were sometimes replaced with role
playing. (One mother played the role of a teenage girl who wanted
to quit school and get married. She came home late to find her
mother and grandmother waiting up for her and announced her deci-
sion to marry. From this point, the acting members and the group
as a whole explored various aspects of the generation gap.)

Evaluation Procedures

Interim data were to be collected and evaluated at the end of
the first and second years (Spring, 1968; Spring, 1969). When the
children reached the age of four (Spring, 1970), postdata were to
be collected and the study terminated. Three major comparisons
were to be made: (1) A comparison at the end of each of the three
years of the study between the twenty children whose mothers had
been trained to teach them at home and a comparable group whose
mothers had not been provided with this training (2) A comparison
at the age of three years between the children whose mothers had
been trained to teach them at home and a group of middle-class chil-
dren (3) A comparison between the children whose mothers had been
trained to teach them at home and, the infants who were tutored by
professional personnel in the preceding Kirk study. Because of
the termination of funding, this study continued less than a year
and these longitudinal comparisons cannot be made. Since it was
not possible to maintain a control group, that interim comparison
cannot be made; neither can an interim comparison be made with the
infants tutored professionally, since the length of tutorial inter-
vention doubled the intervention of this study at its termination.

Initially the twenty infants were administered the Cattell
Infant Intelligence Scale and were to receive the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale at the end of the first year of intervention.
At the termination of this study (seven months), eight infants,
according to the judgment of the examiner, were incapable of being
tested with the Binet and were administered the Cattell. The pri-
mary intent of the initial Cattell was to match an experimental
and a control group, and comparisons between test-one Cattell
scores and test-two Binet scores were not considered. Assessment
of children at this age is difficult and tentative at best, and
these data in the absence of a control group provide little infor-
mation on the development of the infants.

A more appropriate evaluation of this truncated program can
be made through a consideration of the data recorded by staff
members during the monthly home visits and after each weekly
meeting. Data on mother participation was gathered on five
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variables. Absences from _the weekly meetings were recorded. The
levels of participation at, the meetings were rated (1) exhibits
leadership (2) exhibits interest but remains essentially a silent
participant and (3) exhibits indifference or boredom. Mothers were
rated am-centered if their major concern at meetings was over
personal problems rather than the educational goals of the program
for their children. In an anonymous ballot mothers indicated
whether they desired to participate in a consecutive, second-year
program. The final assessment of mother participation was whether
she was able to extend the activities of the program through in-
novative use of materials, through the preparation of a picture
book designed to stimulate the child's labeling skills, through ex-
tending her teaching skills with other children in the family or
neighborhood.

Mother-child interaztion as it related to the instructional
program was assessed in three areas. The mother's teaching rela-
tionshipwith her child was rated (1) to indicate a highly effec-
tive teaching relationship with appropriate positive reinforcement
(2) to indicate a teaching relationship inappropriate at times (too
little or too much positive reinforcement, too high or too low ex-
pectations for child performance) and (3) to indicate an essentially
negative teaching relationship (difficulty in praising the child,
short-tempered, inconsistent). The interest and attentaatam
shown by the child working with program materials were rated during
home visits. A positive rating indicated that child and mother
worked agreeably with program materials for increasingly sustained
periods. Finally, the child's spontaneous verbalization was rated
as appropriate and adequate or conspicuously reduced while working
with vogram materials.

Child performance was assessed during home visits on nine
activities: snap beads, form box, string beads, masonite shapes of
different colors and sizes, nested boxes, puzzles, books, identifi-
cation of body parts, and picture lotto. The child was rated posi-
tively if his use of these materials was appropriate and essentially
correct. Since two items (snap beads and nested boxes) were master-
ed by all children, they were eliminated from further consideration
in evaluating differential performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A preliminary examination of the observational data indicated
that the age of the infant at the initiation of the program and
whether his mother was employed full-time were of governing impor-
tance. Although working mothers were not excluded during recruit-
ment, staff members noted early in the program that these mothers
were less able to devote time and energy to attending the week-
ly meetings and to implementing the program's goals at home



with their children. For this reason, the data for the six mothers
who were employed on a full-time basis and for their children are
presented separately. A further examination of the data within
the group of nonworking mothers (N=14) indicated that the age of
the child at the initiation of the program was of considerable
importance to many of the variables assessed, and, therefore, the
data for the younger children (13 - 19 months) are presented in-
dependently of the data for the older children (20 - 27 months) of
nonworking mothers,2 The smaller N of the working -mother group
precluded on age categorization; further, age did not seem to be

a relevant factor with this group. Certain family background
characteristics were unequally distributed within these groups and
may be pertinent to the results obtained. Although the mothers
in the nonworking and working groups had similar educational levels,
the presence of a father figure was noted more frequently in the
homes of the nonworking mothers. On the other hand, the working
mothers '.d to meet the demands of fewer children. Within the
nonworking group, the older children had a substantial advantage
on two of these factors: fathers were most often found in these
homes and the mothers in this group had the highest educational
level. These families were, however, considerably larger than
either the families of the working mothers or the families of the
nonworking mothers of younger children. These data as well as the
observational data and the results of standardized tests are
presented in Table 1.

Clearly, the participation of mothers who worked on a full-
time basis outside the home was inferior in all respects to that
of the mothers who were not fully employed. Their attendance was
markedly poorer than that of the nonworking mothers whose commit-
ment to program goals is perhaps best shown in the high percentage
who elected to participate in a second-year program. Only 33% of
the fully employed mothers voted to continue. The nonworking
mothers tended to show leadership qualities and attentive interest
at the weekly meetings while 50% of the working mothers appeared
bored or indifferent. Concomitant with their rather negative
response at meetings is the high percentage of working mothers
(83%) who were rated as ego-centered or primarily concerned with
personal problems rather than the educational goals of the program
for their children. Several of these mothers, in fact, tended to
exploit the meeting time to verbalize guilt feelings related to
their inability "to give to" or "to do for" their children. Finally,
only 17% of the working mothers were considered to be innovative
in their use of program materials or able to extend the goals of
the program through their own initiative. A rather high percentage
of the nonworking mothers demonstrated an ability to extend their

2Nineteen months was chosen as the cut-off point for the younger
group since half of the twenty children were nineteen months or
less at the initiation of the program.
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Table 1

Family Background, Observational and Standardized Test Data

Variable Working
Mothers (Na26)

Nonworking
Mothers (N1=14)

Nonworking
Mothers (N -8)
Younger Infants

Nonworking
Mothers (Nu6)
Older Infants

Initial CI. (in months)
Range
Mean

FAMILY BACKGROUND
Father figure in home
Mean number of children
Mean educational level

of mothers

MOTHER PARTICIPATION
Mean absences
Class participation

1. Leadership
2. Attentive
3. Bored, indifferent

Ego-centered
Elect 2nd Year Program
Extended activity

MOTHER-CHILD INTERACTION
(with program materials)

Teaching relationship
1. Highly effective
2. laapprovciative

at times
3. Negative

Child's interest
Child's spontaneous

verbalization

CHILD PERFORMANCE: PROGRAM TAWS
Form box: Number of forms

(1-5) placed
String beads
Shapes, colors, sizes
Puzzles
Books
Identifying body parts
Picture lotto

17 - 22
19.3

17%
4.0
9.5

10.2

337.

17%
50%
83 h

337.

17%

0%
17%

83%
17%
33%

2.3

67%
337.

337.

17%
50%
337.

13 - 27
19.2

50%
5.3
9.1

2.5

21%
64%
14%
21%
93%
50%

43%
43%

14%
86%
86%

3.5

79%
57%
57%
50%
57%
5770

13 - 19
16.1

38%
4.1
8.8

3.5

0%
757.

257
38%
88%
25%

38%
38%

25%
75%
75%

2.6

62%
38%
38%
257.

387.

387.

20 - 27
23.3

67%
6.8
9.7

1.2

50%
50%
07.

07.

100%
837.

50%
507.

0%
100%
100%

4.7

100%
83%
83%
83%
83%
837.

STANDARDIZED TESTS N IQ CA N IQ CA N IQ CA N IQ CA
Test-one Cattell 3 90.7 18.3 5 104.0 15.5 5 104.0 15.5
Test-two Cattell 3 86.0 25.0 5 97.4 21.6 5 97.4 21.6

Test-one Cattell 3 91.3 21.0 9 98.3 21.0 3 98.3 16.7 6 98.3 23.1
Test-two Binet 3 87.3 27.3 9 106.0 28.3 3 109.3 25.0 6 104.3 30.0
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teaching skills. It seems fair to conclude that, in spite of
verbal support of the program, the six metboxs who were fully
employed did not have the time or energy to implement program
goals or to involve themselves in the group process at a meaning-
ful level.

The participation ratings given to nonworking mothers of
older infants were consistently higher than those assigned to
nonworking mothers of younger infants. In this instance, it must
be assumed that both groups of women had equal time and energy to
implement these goals, and the age differences of their children
at the initiation of the program may well have determined this
disparity in ratings. It is altogether possible that the schedule
of activities was more appropriate for the slightly older children
and thata productive, rewarding situation for both mother and child
was more readily attained. If the activities were somewhat less
suited to the younger children, their mothers may have had greater
difficulty with teaching assignments and felt less adequate as
mother-teachers and program-participants. They may have sensed
with considerable accuracy that, the program was not immediately
relevant to their infants.

The ratings on quality of mother-child interaction observed
during home visits closely paralleled the participation ratings
assigned to the three groups of mothers. Again, the nonworking
mothers of older infants achieved the highest rating, Jind the
attention span and spontaneous verbalization exhibits -s' by the
infants in this group was remarkable. The performance of nonworking
mothers with younger infants closely followed while that of the
working mothers and their infants was markedly inferior. All but
one of the six working mothers exhibited an essentially negative
teaching relationship. Again, working mothers, regardless of
their good intentions, may have been so pressed by family and home
responsibilities that they found it difficult to be consistent and
patient with their infants.

The observational data from the third category, child perfor-
mance on program tasks, generally support the data from the other
two categories. Performance on these tasks by the children of
working mothers uniformly fell below that of the children of
mothers who were not employed on a full-time basis outside the
home. Their performance, in fact, was no better than that of the
younger infants of nonworking mothers. The mean CA of the chil-
dren of working mothers was, in fact, three months greater, a
factor which should have been a considerable asset on many of
these tasks.

The data from standardized measures of intelligence tend to
confirm the implications of the observational data. The children
of working mothers scored 9 IQ points lower on the initial Cattell
than the children of nonworking mothers. The testtwo Binet scores
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reflect a similar ranking, and these children again scored lower,
19 points below the children of nonworking mothers. The older chil-
dren of nonworking mothers ranked second on the post-Binet while
the younger children of nonworking mothers scored highest on the
initial Cattell and on the post-Binet. (The loss in IQ of the five
younger children posttested by the Cattell is not supported by
other data.)

CONCLUSIONS

Although no substantial conclusions can be drawn from the in-
formation provided by the standardized instruments or the observa-
tional ratings, certain factors may have had governing importance
within employment and age categories. Mothers who worked full-time
were not active program participants at meetings or at home. The

teaching relationships they established with their infants were
inferior and their children generally did less well on program
tasks. Finally, on the initial Cattell and on the post-Binet these
children ranked lower than the children of nonworking mothers.

The younger children of nonworking mothers scored highest on the
initial Cattell and on the post-Binet, and, in spite of their
lower CA, did as well on program tasks as the somewhat older chil-
dren of working mothers. The level of mother participation and
the quality of mother-child interaction for this group was clearly
superior to that of the working mothers but clearly inferior to that
of the nonworking mothers with older infants, a discrepancy which
may relate to the developmental nature of the program tasks.

The older children and their nonworking mothers demonstrated
the superior performance on all evaluations except the post-Binet
where these children ranked second. The high level of participation
of these mothers and their commitment to program goals was clearly
indicated by their remarkable attendance record, their ability to
extend teaching skills in innovative ways, and their 100% endorse-
ment of a second-year program. Their teaching effectiveness is
reflected in the interest shown by their children in program materials,
in their spontaneous verbalization, and in their consistent mastery
of program tasks. It must be acknowledged that this group more
often had fathers at home and the highest educational level for
mothers. There were, however, more children in these families to
compete for the time and attention of the mothers.

The tentative conclusions drawn regarding the effectiveness
of this program in training mothers to teach their infants at
home suggest several implications for future investigations in
this area. In general, mothers employed on a full-time basis
outside the home cannot effectively participate, and their chil-
dren may be better served through day-care placement. The age
of the child at the initiation of the program may well be crucial



to his progress as well as to the participation level of his
mother. Grouping mothers according to the ages of their children
within rather narrow limits (three to four months, perhaps) seems
essential if appropriate materials are to be chosen and if effec-
tive procedures'are to be followed. Such closely defined groupings
should improve the quality of the at-home instructional program as
well as the nature of the group interaction at weekly meetings.

Acknowledging the paucity of "hard" data obtained during the
brief interval of this study and recognizing the potential charge
of sentimentality, the staff who implemented this program have
provided a selection of comments supplied by the mother partici-
pants to an "objective" interviewer (a staff member not affiliated
with this program) at the final meeting. The responses of ten of
the twenty mothers follow:

I wish they'd had this program when the rest of
my kids was coming up.

They should keep the program all the time for
other babies. Mothers in this should not stop
but keep on doing this with this child and their
others to come.

It's been good for the whole family. He's
learned the value of things he has to take care
of. He follows directions from others too.
It's already helping my newest baby. I don't
just leave him to play alone now.

The program has changed our whole house. It

looks like I have more time. It makes you
think more.

Sometimes neighbor children come over and I teach
them. I go to other homes to teach mothers how
to play with their children. Now some of them can
string beads and things. It seems like when some-
one comes, my boy wants to show them how to do
things with the toys.

I have enjoyed it very much. It has helped me and
him. He has enjoyed it. It makes him more happy.
I learned a lot of things I could teach him.

It helped me a lot. It helped me to learn a lot
about my child that I didn't know how to handle
her when she can't have her own way. Usually I'd
give in. Now, with the toys, I don't give in.
It's taught her she can't always have her own way.



I learned quite a bit. It should continue. I

have nine children and it's helped me know how

to help them.

It has changed Cynthia. She was real stubborn.

Now she behaves better. She used to be afraid

of the teacher. Now she likes her.

It has changed me. I dinit use to take up much
time with my children, talking to them,or taking

them places. Now I take them to the parks and to

church. We have a lot of fun.

These comments suggest that this pilot endeavor did indeed foster

attitude change, develop self-help skills, and promote a feeling

of dignity and worth in the mother-participants. Surely these

changes would extend from mother to child. If alteration in the

organization and direction within the home can be achieved through
training programs involving the mothers of infants, the ghetto

child will be given the background of experiences which prepares

him for the educational and thereby the economic opportunities of

a democratic culture.
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Lo 1.Lv, t;peeal knowled,w LI>out hand:capi,inc, cc,nditions. In athlitiel,,

th(..re are many persons wly.) cow.1 into eontact oith fttl..ilies %,ho are pot trainee

to do professional counselin8, cnd du not pretend to be profesionall'y qualified,

but who neverthele:3s serve as inferlt,"1 parent counsclors because they are

willing and avail:.ble to ansc;er pal et,' qeeLtions.

Thus, we conceptualized this bcoaar, mere infomal i 'pc pL,rent couc,:clinL;

as the sociallation of pLrentc, to a ne:/ role. Tien we have nnnlyzk_d the various

agents of this socialization, the advantaes they may have and the pitfalls they

may r,leet in wor'jwc., with parents. Thirdly, we have coumi,rated so;:e of the social

catc,T,ries which differentiate parents an,1 influence their needs for counselin.

FiP,11y, we will look at so:no of the "u,,anticipaled consequences" for parents

01. the trend towrd earlier idcntification of handicap';. 1 y applying this,

fralxvorL to a conqideration of parent counsrlini,
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t.: h( :.- lo 1)rov;d0 a per;p,,:rH,, fQr J CLL.C1.:,0i0.1 (,f thi:; L,pic.

Parc uf. C,,u:sf-!1 IL.: Jr- ;;,,t i., I : 7:! t I r T-an,riL ion Lo a:ly ne,.r role rec:ui:es

socirdir.dtion--11.e leorriiu of new u.y: of hehzvin; dud of t-I,.ein3 oncIL. s(11.

Parenthoo,1 itself- involves is 'et of 1;(1.-Iviors and ntLitud,!s w1lLeh 1..utt be

lcorried. Parvathood, hoYever, "typjcally offer:, an 1Lcu1,_ 1 a series of oppol-t-

unities for enrichi11 2, his own identityoppoctunitiei, for conc;:te affiltion

of his own generativity, for incrcasid self-lulu wledi,,e, for vieariouc appro-i.31 :alie:1

of his ego ideals for experierxing his ef.loctivene.,s in bringLng a pioductivc

situation to fulfilL(enL (Cum:Ilings, et.al, 1')66, p.595). Persons who have

been socialized to this eoncption of parenthood, throu3h their previou, chilillea,

and those who ace payents fo, the first time, f; cc a different socializa!ion

process when they meet the tars!: as parents of a handic:.pped child. It has been

said that "no parent is ever prepared to he the parent of a handicapped cl,ild.

The identification of a mother and a father in that role always comes as a

painful surprise" (Barsch, 1963, p.9) . Although we will offer some modification

to this broad statement later, it is certainly true that the socialization to

the role as parent of a handicapped child is a transition to an unwanted and

distasteful status for most, if not all, who find themselves in this position.

As in other roles, we can differentiate two broad aspects of the role of

parent of handicapped child. There arc the instrwienial, or technical aspects

of the role which must be learned, and there are the expressive, or emotional

aspects of the role which must be assimilated. (Parsons and Bales, 1(%55). In

terms of the inqtrumenlal aspects, exaNples might be the learning of ways to

help a child with cerebral palsy Lc use hi tausAos (Schiller, 1961); or leaining

how to help a deaf child use and regulato a hearim; aid. E:Tressive a pectL, of
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frog :: re la ; with tc 'L,1; i lt,' 1 r to u"cr- pr;11 ect 01 t(' r- pit

the child; al r,' learnin:s to d,-.1 I;th the otion,1

ih r,lation to the (1 abilit:

Althouoh it is u oful to cl:rfe)(nti;te these 1n:t,n_en1 (;1

asp-(' 1s of the role of "parent_ of 111 they dly ii.tcz,cvyh ad

1,:ingled. There are e.-prEssi. ;'.sp(cts of every instrut nt.11 Yith ;Li oh

a parent Lust invol-cd; the p'treLts' ab;lity to solve succc:Isfolly

eYpressive aspects or their new ittfluLneL profotedly theft ability

to perfnrm thc ihstru,. ntal vhicn neccs .ire' for the child. Convccs.2ly,

the eq-ise with which pi,:nts dre able to olve the int,y1,.,'Iiultel tas(s will !I:-

flounce their emotiondl rtponfL to the handicap. Ye feel that it is a Idistc.!.e

for the parent counselor to deal only with the teelnlical or i'.-istructcnt:al a!pects

of the parents' role, if he is to be successful in gaining cooperation. The

persons who engage in formal and infer-al counseling with parent5, tatty bc

upon as the "assents" of their socialiation.

The k,ents of Parent S-cializationWe can identify five categerief: of potential

agents of socializatio_ for parnts of Landic:.p children. Too oft.cn tlto

arc concerned with eitLer the instylleiltal or the expressive tasks of parenthood,

and this separation becomes 11 source of strain to the parent and of additional

handicap for the child.

The Physician as Parent er- -In Ltsrillt; of 010 Clilrin1010,,i Ca] SO(1111:11(A of ,_vc

experienced by faNilic, with hor,lical,ped childreu, tit" gencr,11 practilio!.(,I is the

person who often begin:, the proiess of socializid parents to their w'w role. ;:hetl,c:
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.e pa L t..(!he wan rs :(,1f i /a. t .;

tn f,e,f(11-,1 iL 1.tren's ac(_ept l I II bc has to sly, if 1:1,(

a no: iti%.e he giJcb 11.:_ signal that patents muat,

embar': on a search for a new identity.

The geueral practiLichr is et a particnl.lr disadvantage in that he ray

have iw:Oktinate kno.;ltd;,,e ab,et a specifie disability. in o'er reeent research

on deafness in En,613 nd, we aE:t:i parent respondents vthether they felt their

doctor was very knowledgeable abcu hearin proble.IF in young children. Ninety-

seven per cent responled "No."

The physician as par(nt Eay be less effective Lhpn either he or

the pltrent.; wonld like. There are a nu:11,er of gu:ities inberct in the diagnostic

situation which lead to ;-11 nnsltir.factory celationship: the doctor,

the spocialit, is usually :.nprepared or actually unPLle to f:ive parents the

supr)rt: .2nd/or the inforitation which they inost desire at the time of crisis.

Using deafness as an el:Pliple, there are realistic "wedical ambiguities" in

congenital deafness which 'dean the phy.;tcian may be unable either to give a

firm etiological report, or a "presecription" which can reverse the child's

condition.

Referring again to our En3liEh study, ye asked respondents what amount of

time had elapsed before a firm diagnosis of their child's deafness war; 'lade.

Tventy-three per cent said, "almost irl.:tediately; tfleven per cent said, "within

six months"; but the remainin;.4 (i.e. 65 per cent), replied that diar.nosis had

taken anyw:tere fro:n six etonths to two years or even nt,re.

Parents of handicapped children universally to detail disatisfation

with their physician, whether he has diagnosed mental retaidation (WasknAtv.,1q)()),
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ri in. They must help parent:.

to unilerstand the rew,onL; for particul.:..) rc;i1.1(s, ar,c1 to learn the tcc:,niquf,i

required for puttins, thm into effect.

Oftcn, these profrssion11:: err by fc211;1,,; to conf:ider only the instrumental

needs of parents and child. In atte:nptin:, to ;Aotivate parcnts to work hard for

their child's future techltic61 cc,,lipete:1:e, they 11%y wike dc;lan,_Is or stanth.rds

which parents rind difficult of to fulfill. This cc 1. !,et up a cycle

of dincourairlont and def;oPir }?;oh lead to prcr,trl pardlyr,is. To stril:c

it b:Ilance betw,,on ovor-..YpeLtdtion, betocu cittiHi!:1: for thL iuturc

and hopt whi.ch i. doo:lcd N dic;;Tdc,int.,rnt I J vi: .14rIti difficult

Althou:.,h th(: esp.'rt:( of thLL lie', in

i tro:.,, it is Il.(?V1 t 11C'111 p 1Y,
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for (.IL o: ,)t 1. i it is moith.:.).

r1E : 1 ra! :,e .) L'Ci`.10 rt,uh:1:1 or:

or therapists, it w0u!d -rt.iLly be henefici,I fcr famine:, if they were to

haw. a,1 incensod u1:0,r:tnid!ng ('I the c7,:p1-(ssive n(ed, which thcir clients

havc. It is al.e ii,port,.nt for these profcssionrils to he able to recognize

the limits of their co;.,pet,ncy 1,eetin, prent,:-,' (motional needs. Sometimes

family problems may be sufficiently intee to rcquire referral to psychiatr.:c

or psychological rosources cl,,:er in the com-,unity. At other tit.es, those

proiessionils be able to deal with family concerns with the help supnr,t,

dhd ,upervision of a mer,ral lic-:FiLh consultant. In other situatioas, it m::y be

desirable to include the mental health consultant as a r.,ember of the team 'which

wor'c, with parents.

The "Old'' ;rent aS Counselor for the " Parc::t--Most conceptions of sociali-

zation include oriz:ntotion by agents ',;ho are presently the role. For

exe:,ple, the socialization of children by their age mates, or those only slightly

older, is important for understanding childhood (Cooley, 1922). Socialization

in plefessional schools is partially performed by older students who orient

newcomers to the expectations of individual teachers, the everyday round, to

ways of "making out" in the new situation. The same process occurs in the

socialization of the parent of the handicppo.1 child when he meets others either

individually or in groups an.1 learns about the feelings and experiences which he

can c;:pect from this new and e::acting ro1(.

A number of studies of parents with handicapped children have noted the

impoitancv which parent :. attach to their contacts with others in the same situa-

tion (e.g. Meadow and Meadow, l969). Some parents report that these contacts
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hove enn'IlL,.. l tle I i :0 their ne (Inties and respons;hil: ;111.1 to fin'

cteative ways of fulfillins, tin' OthL,-:1 t_ t lit 1 ( 0 t

which they found in shnrini; thiir 1t c_1 of ln_Nilderr,ent and sorrow in their

new predicament. Some gain hope Co-- their ehild's futuie or a ipo, realistir

appraisP1 of his pos:,ibilitie contact:i 1.1th mon? e;:p(rienced parents.

These are some or the ways in which "old" parents can :let as useful ;Ig('ILI,

of socialization for "new" pare%ts. Thof...c who have worked through their 0.:n

emotional reactions to their child's handicap can be very helpful in bridt;ing

the gap between the infitrunental role sceiall-e.ation performed by oLe pro;ef.sionals

(i.e. the physicians, the teacher, the physic;11 therapist, Lli audiologist)

the instrumental role socialinatien performe.1 by professional therapists. Soil:c

of the most useful contacts between "old" and "oew" parents have tal:en place

in group settinl,s where Chi! mental health expert or professional therapist,is

available to interpret or to moderrAe the encounter. This toay help parents

who may be suspicious, frightened of, or unecrifortable with professionals

generally to relate to and accept the kinds of help which can be offered to

them.

Not all professionals believe that contact and questions between parent!.

should be encouraged. One teacher, for example, advises parents Jf deaf cl-ildren

"not to keep asking other people for advice, especially parent.; of other dc,;(i

chillren (because) all children are different, and their deafn,..s is unlikcly

to affect them in e>.a(tly tho way" (Ling, lq6P., p.31'). Coop(ration

between parents and profeselcoals night well alleN,iate this dange,: of one

ta:sitn7, the experioncos of another as a literal 1.todel for their own. It so:oeti:les
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,L1-1( 1.-1;.1 ,L. L.r.:1 be sce:1

t% do difie,:ent u;1.)'s i)r-vol of the hL,n,Jic,Tpcd child. he can bE

as a .ceassuring p;:zson, as scJlecoe who Lat. uccee,..1:LI in spit(' of hi Landica:,

and therefo/L as a per,un who )essens the intenity yT. the pa37ent.'s anxiety ond

sen,4, of despair. Perhaps his need not be terribly

A blind ;Ian who, thron:h his business acumen has becomo a miLlionaire, a deaf-

blind person who achieved world-wide fame and respect :, a polio victim who lecallie

president of the United States all are very reassuring figures. The Landi capped

adult who is functionitT adquatidy and has overcome the debilitating effects

of his handicapping condition can serve as an image for the new parent in thinkitq;

about his child.

Unfortunately, the handicapped adult can also serve as a negative image. The

worst anxieties of the new parent may be confirmed when he comes into contact with

a poorly adjusted handicapped adult. Many new parents arc not yet ready to face

the consequences of Caeir child' s 11,:ndicappin;; condition at the beginninL; of the

process of their own secali::,atin to the parental role. They may be unvillini,

or un.ble to accept the fact that perhapc their child will not be co..lpletel
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"normril" t:hen he reach s a(:ulthe.)c. ficwev:-r, it uculd se,:I, to he cp,oed conTIFclin

to help parents gradually come to an acceptance of this possibility fairly early

in the child's life.

A team of non-handicapped prcifessionals and adults with vatyng degrees of

disability and varying de'grees of adjustment is a variation of this approach.

It gives the parent an opportunity to obberve the range of adjustLent. The

team approach may help to demonstrate to the parent that another respected

"normal" adult. -- i.e. the non-handicapped professional -- is willirg and

able to work with and respect the handicapped adult.

Although parents find it encouraging to talk to or hear about only the

Helen Kellers and the Franklin Roosevelts of the world of the handicapped,

they may be building impossible dream castics by excluding ordinary handicapped

mortals from their acquaintance. If hopes must be scaled down too greatly as

their child matures, the parent counselors who worked with them in the early

days have failed them in a very important way.

In the area of deafness, the sad situation of constant controversy re-

garding methods means that many hearing parents of deaf children are discouraged

from meeting and learning to know the many non-oral deaf adults who have made

a satisfactory and happy adjustment to life within a deaf community. The stigma

placed by society on disabled persons can be overcome by parent and their counselors,

but first they must overcome their own feelings of non-acceptance.

The Professional. Therapist as Parent Counselor-- Theoretically, the profe:fjonal

therapist should be well-equipped to do an outstanding job in counseling the

parent of the handicapped child. The psychological prcblems, although different
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111 focu:;, , \uld he :: ''" :':11, t
1

1
,:.,111-;01.'11 th,':aiR.ut.ic LyrAniucm. 1.:1-;)

therapi., do r! 'et 1.:1- mu]tiH, me,1:, or Lio' new parcnt.;. HcA: ver, th, cc.

are smle iv;fo aft- boupd by the-j, :1-60_itiowll approach to thrrLpeutic pf(s;;:k.:o!,

and calmot kindc.rsti!nci why they ::Iv( not f,u2c,.,..d.(1 in Lln:ir ...11r,Ipeutie tar;.

Many tililos :1,c n(n7 11,1 _'Cat rc';JH-,'s erIcnc: "first aid" and a fle;:nle oppreauh

to his proLiiLl'. We w,Juld. chLn:lui:.17.3.?c thi!..-. 1:ind of treaLn-.nt LI! cri;zi. ir.rcr-

vention thercTy. A L1-;:,!;t ion ..,yrea.:1, involviJr,-,, prolcn:-,cd contact could

in 80:,I0 instance be dotriLent,t1. Sore recent reF:earch 01eid and Shyne, nr,)

has ind.;eato that sl:ort. torn fo-:used therapy for eris,is interention can

produe dr;:a,la:.ic and eifecti\c ret-;ultL,. 01): e%perinco Li' ,.:oring wiAll tic .t

clients at Langey rort.t-r ha!, be(:.,,I tLat :Aiort 1.:1:1,1 criLfr Lnt(21..vQnLir:n can

be very r?ifectve (Sc1'losin6e3" arid l':,adoY, 1.(j5).

The profeional therist neerk sociali?ed Ino]odr,,c in addition to his

generic training in ore:Ler to deal with par..!nts of children with varying handicaps.

In addition, he may need sonw time and some experience to deal With his own

feeling:, about physical handicaps if he has had no direct personal expaienc_e

in this area. Our worl: at Langley Porter indicates that many trained social

wnrkers and other helping profcionals u.eet the crisis of faLtily deafness

with a syndrome which Schlcsinger has labeled the "shoc1:-withdrawal-paralysis"

syndronle (Schlengor a,1d neadow, 1969). Helping prossiorals :iny m(,et a

deaf individual, or even a family where only tflie 1.1.1.:1) r i, deaf, and sullenly

L1 :c ahock of the encounter causes thcm to withdriw fro:., t.t, FILuat4on, cold

disp1:7 a paralysis wh5Jh prevents I11c..1 fro;A utili;:in,; t1,jr pio...!ional :::111..

One area 0,ich blloold he t;:plcr...(1 a-d di,,,,,.lopec: .)(Ire fully i, tL,tL of training
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area . Alt ')1 I y %.1011 ni; 11. t111:* f it , ,"()Ct'

can Le done to furt:ici ch,; and tLey ft,r

dealing with Lhe paren!, of hatdieaN.Jd 6,11dren.

The Recipients of Partn1 IL rodnnth,nt t.O discw-s

"-(1 1-110 reciPilit of P,rv,11. 11,1 La(Luse c5vious t.n,,wer is,

"Parents, of courso." 11(wever, there are nu.1:1,c1: of socioloial eatei,ories

diffcr.entiate parents, and .:11 i.(11 affNA not only theiz respence to a handie:pkted

child, but their need for and acceptance of counseling. Althoc,h aditional

cat,gories can be namr=d, those which ;:e shall di.icuss are: socio-econc,mic EA:r.tns;

ae of parents; se-: and birth order of the hondicappd child; religion; p,Ircnts'

cv7n status as handicapped oi. not.

Parent::' Socio-oconorAc Status--The social and economic status of the parcnts of

a handicapped child has; a far reaching effect on both their initial and thcir

long-term response to diability. For exumple: the higher the social and occupa-

tional position of the family, the higher urc the expectations fur co:Pparable

achievement by their children and the greater their disappointment with a child

who may well be incapable of realizing their hopes and dreams for him.

A number of authors have noted this discrepancy among parents of mentally

retarded children. For exa:aple, mothers of high socio-economic status were

found to respond to the diagnosis of mental retardation as if to bereavement;

whereas mothers of low socio-econo.aic status were found to respond as if to a role

crisis (Farbor, 19C0). Another author found that families with more education

deon.-.tated less interest in their institutionalized mentally retarded child,

and also placed children in an int.titution at an earlier age. Ile says, "Thc
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.
51" ./. pritfileL, Totre. th:.1

of cconc.'di: les(!:c. tile IT: .j] i.1.1

11:c 1 Cl ; ; .7( I

PO. rt'l, t.1: ;c: . t t

well relate to the his birth 5n -reatiL:.;

ale to t1:2 p; .lc::

Fal:ber notes (1W,O, p.. th%1 'Lavih,l, a rh'lj aly dif:!IpLf.

previow; fapAly ant'. tThc values el the pLIILr!LE.. The p:.rsntl-,,

CZ.11 USUall.y C)1 r1:2.(2.1Nr. an

kinshif co:.i:ii.th-,!nts. In contrast, :inv.. a sevc:::oly ret,:rd..d child

fro(icently creates C. situLti.on of Ut..1.%A1 Tilt. handic,:pp,d fin.t.--eoon son

of a young couple !day create a more svele crisi:1 of dis;Ippo4.ntcd expe2tatLon.:,

than that of a first-born Jait&qter, ei of a 1:Jer-bo:n :,:ail. ()La interview yith

parents of deaf children havt,, shown this to be the case in a 6rcat ), ;any iastriaces.

(For c general dis(:usrion of the trIflte-mce of these variablLs of faLili structure

on socialization, see C1Pw,:en, 196o).

There is a great::)-- cli,Ince for nn olCcr nlf,th,r to lvivc a lwdi.cripd:Id child.

The psychologic;Al problemt, of child rearine, are so:;.,_Vincs ;:ccl!ntuat;,d vith elder

parents. Then-, is al ;lo evid,nce c, that tin: child :50rn to ;tr oljer .:lotenc'r

may nut be as frequ,2ntly pl,lined or ''cico,,ed r..!: Is the chil born to tiff_ yeo;L,or

01(lor paients tJay Yoyry prov;dii:L; f()r 1,ccd:, of Liic

capped child in later life. TnesL inch] Ii Lidjition to the u,eal ones ac-
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i'v,;c- .) f it., -4 .-. t . . .,_.11 I . : : : .-i.., ....i.,. .1,. 1.14 ii(_ fc.-.:1_,

L./ e c 4 ) t. z : n , . . 4 . ( . 1 t I I _ l i . , . . . t _ . . 1 , , t , , ; ,I : . ., . ; : 1 i ..L.t I

v,tti It il bor lez,

re;.;1t-1.-rt o! I

. ; t.1 t 1.

ft t It i :fl,' f. :-1,.

it. zt hand. c : ,.. , :4: ..:, b.. i: L-4.... , . Cvst.,--,, ', :. ...els c: a L. :: .

1:11(..re t 1 .. 11:tr..tic a; :_. ...,i lic ,1:1-:, '.1:4.14 t.,;ty 1,,- 11,,--,d f_or

p,c-t;et_ 2.,. couw._lii.L., fo, tile f , ti 1: . ',.;,.. 11 4.1: , , i i (' r ; ..' 1 ( 1:. i 1. ':: r n tv.ve

beet: bovn to the r: ;_1, , r CC - : ro:.241.)1L' li I k.?

Ltetc,J-s pr(iball)y be 3c.: C t 1

pi, I-1 t Ite 1 i ot (' ri. t 1...- c .17 1 " ".).", cs I p. 1i L.: 1

acci,t-,-..ncr. of 11,1n,'Scaii 1.,ts 1),..(

ref:carch, bnt the findi ic Cnc ;.t.t:y, e ,

fottild 4...1)o3 i.rydrc to (:cccL Lhc ir ha,

1959). A t.tuiy of la.alliet., of polio vic t i.r 1,z.t "Olie Cauh)1

fa:any...chose to retbard- (thuir _ p) f ; a Is 1 Lk'. c a ve cif

their son's blcl.,F.c.dness and c1) LL to the cloth. It J.:;:etur th.2

parents ever completely lesolvet: I 114_12- conic ct about tLx.2ir reci-Jo;,::.b17; ty

for the child's illncsE" (llev, 1 p.".. Jordan (12) 114,.9 :ipec c:1

about the posr..1.1A e y sudp rt ',1e to the 1:..,r;.;,-)n ly k..7;.11)

handicappeti child, or to

Titc f reciut: tit fe .._;:t.5.(72:; to ,i2, j. :-L i.. ::d

otl pari of pa l entv. ippt.(1 \;ou CI t I :14,

part icul ar.3 y , T:tu; Lc11, .4; j ,

1.966; Frc,t)(1.!1 ; et al 1(.(n)

It
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the infAilence (0 oi:1(;i1;, rn ;,;,); : (,,sic;!IL,Liol!.: uLi:;Itt !,. :1 irui!:u1 011:'

for a(!diLio:Ial )n:,.areh.

parcnt.:' Cn,-n,runn, coLtlIt'on.-A fin:11 -h.w-actnli:![it. k,hich diffen.nti;Itcs

grouph of painni.::, in itILI.enres the kin:' of colv!hclin,; they : :lay need,

is their own status 3h a handicapped or nc.n-h.. 'dicappnd. indivdnal. aescareh

on L C Ce,:l.; .ns of d.:af and 1.,,1 1-; ps. it-, to L r:izisir, of Lhoit chi.ld';.

deafness indicates that deaf pc.rrits adjat r:latively esily and quickly to

the diai,nosis. Their definition of the :1;..tuation was ruch difiezent tre:1: that

of hearin. parents, ho lespond..,d with derial, with trav;in, :1-i,..f, or occa::ionally,

with relief (whed they foaled a diLfercnt, evon less acerTt(ble handicap had

been discovered (Me'dow, 1967, pp.233-26(0.

In writing of the far:flies of mentcaly retarded ch12dren, Begab (1966,p.72)

notes that "Clinical ebservation9 and findings have focuJed primarily on Lhe

severely impaired or en the less handicapped with central nervonq system da:Tlaw...

In nearly all instance:;, the intellectual disparity between parent:, and retarded

child is marked. The reactions noted bear little resemblance to those in families

in which the child's mcntcl endow,xmt approximate:; that of other members." He

observes that the mo.;t: limited families of retarded childre n Ilea special as!,ist-

ance from schools and/or pubs is hcalth agcncios, in order to be able to deal

effectively, not only % ith the parLiculdf child, but with a whole range of

health, personil, and social problems of everyday livin6.

Deaf families with deaf children seer, to need particularly sen!..itive counhelin.6

if they arc to accept and cooperate wholeheartedly with plans for thn child's

training. DOWIl& reports (1967, p.26), that of the five infants definitely 5dentifted

and confirLled as being deaf, in the Colorado proi,ra.1 of early to!;tim for hartn.:
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I. , ,ej. .1 i Li 1 0) i (:i -I) ,:.:, ' ' i-c , .;h

L11( Il i,nr: : 1: -(t s,' -,..1-1 1..: ......1...t:(. , 1;'. t,'(.1 /I i

Lohf;itud'r!ill :2Lutlie:; LA tn., ,,I. ,:h C.

t.. . i

,
-c.,it ( 11:,,,,, r, ,' rt. v ;:3 II.:,t. ttic:t i

IIno relation bctween Tel:qive per;,,,I,nht( ie ti.e iii!t fe,, !.(-t:10 of life n!

scores earned ciL the elid 0f tl'c ill-,t yt_ni. IL is \1( .I cstiMi.:_h-d that w

cannot predict lte- ihtelli:,,hte fro,.. t1: ,roref, 011 tech', ....; ir infrIcay"

"Bayley, 1955, p. .'.V,).

The point which is ipportaht for us h.1-0, if, that uacertaii.ty i:; a co! ..oh

factor in any atte-lt to diag!!c a chi1Cf% !nh(!icap. The youni,<:r the chil,

the 1.1oce likoly it is that the di,,,J1,):is ;1Ft be uncurt.i'h. UnLrtninty, ih

vey hni,Inn sitilrtion of inp,h,_!iej, trar,.eC,:, i,. ,:ifficult Co bur. par,, pt,: oft,h

indic,te that it was the uncerty, or th_ ar.,iguity of their ehild's di.(7,;-1'i:As

which wa'a most painful in th, env1y eayc, of thcit invol\ir.eat with r.pecialif-IF

(Meadow, 1961), Davis, 1963). Parnt. ccun:,lo..:-. could he :0:0- helprul i'115.i..::

this early period, an' should bo prep:ircti to accept nud to help pzIrcnti:. deal

with, these very realistic respchL,cs.

Thus far we have been focusing on the uncertainty crcated for parents by

lack of a precise or a differenti.-.1 dio'gn,,s4,.s for theil h-nclicvppe: child.

However, there is another dang,:r .10) pLlrehtl, in prosra:os of oarly id(ntifieuttoh.

This lies in the higher rat,_ of frltle positivt? (.!i.wlocs which occur i.,h,i1 ihian:s

are involved. When fredu(u follo-up of "hil;h rif.':" ihThht, are rut;:;(1.tud by

clinics, it seems very unlihu) y that pare,:t:. tie not Icalic that tic pi,f.Liar

is troubled by so.,:e ::,r;pot o.: i I. the el, i I:1. T1,::-; ra«., ',1 cnr:y i cleat i f i ..,t , !,

pr(%, a.., for httarial; ivi.; ;Y!' !I:. i:. .'t.cc:;n: t

i t

, In c , " C k.'i . u;, . t ;; C...- t

il, alay f. hecet,ary f,r the 1- :.i.-:,:;h2 i. (ulz:i, icle.t) to ti.-;.:e
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..t 1: n'.' . If t el

C c".1 . %. y, 11, 1. _

tt t i)t t,,: L r.,.1,. 1,1-

ci':1t1 1t I:. I 1 ip c:.,I di: ; d," (J P. 7) .

In ri'ci 1:(1 c(',1 fft;15',t ( 1' At 11(i, H.;

., i -, ho,lth hon "lcif- to tit('

oF a hz:ndicappd ti,_

are :1 J'.; Len1t11 ,,fficcl.s lac y:2 diF:continu,d

its

A. new prq,..!ucc:s dl!. delop(sd 1,erfectt...1, it " ir.po;:t:

t:It ti! aQd t.l, epressi,,c oi Flrnt 11:

lo 1,:v I. 'c,C4!';" oi proi,raHs ft:

por;uts, ihose new J.ole is difficult at bc ;t.

Sn:.::ary and Conlusions

We hve a:Aelitptcd to introJuce sociolnical conct.pt:, an0 to apply

ti,en to connL,olin of 1,an.:4cLpped childicn. Thus, we hove zinaly.e.ed

the paront of a nowt j diaL,no.ed }IL1. :Heal-1)-d ns " candidate for se;_ialt

zation to a CJPW and distnst(_fu? I('1 C', vhieh tvls ospects cf lmt an inF:LrL. en:l

or techn.;c0l natu, and ail eipres!.ive, ol emoticl:n1 Idnd. Fro:d fra,,%.,01.1(

of role !;ocialization, can sec pr.;ent rients of iali-

z,;tio.1, who proh,:bly have cor:.petenHos in either tLe in!.tro..i_nlal or the (.prot,sivc.

aspect:. of the pareni-s' prohlt.,%s. The az,,.nts of ;ociali.:ation ho :cre

wr.iv: the phy%jcian; Lite tcncip.r - - t:'t.r.1111!:t; the "old

tht. atInl'c; ttnd 1,;0!..:,:o.,01 th:.1 ;



parents, as recipient of p)1cnt eoun:,01Ln, differ in a nmfier of

important, 5OC131 catcgorLes \';11L1: ipflue:1,:e their need for, and at.ility to

accept the counseling iiilich m:uy ht o.vail;;ble to thcil. Those which wre ex-

amined here were variables cif 8ocio-econnAic status; age, sex and bi-a f-ilr

religion; and parents' own handicap.

Finally, we have exa:ItLied socw of the unanticipated consequences for

parents of the increasing trdnd toward atteliTts to identify and treat the

child's handicap earli,?r and earlier in his life.
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While parents have been around for a long time, the first

being mentioned in the Fourth Chapter of Genesis, it seems that

only recently have they come to the surface in the area of

special education. The fact of this session, and others like

it at this meeting, signifies growing acceptance of the role

of parents in the intricate process of helping exceptio nal

children to become as normal children as possible.

Agreed that for centuries parents of exceptional children

were both parents and teachers. Such children were not accepted

in usual schools, and so the parents were the only ones left to

teach anything that was going to be taught. Today, with special

education programs growing by leaps and bounds, there is a

tendency not only to accept parents as such but to counsel them
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in a constructive way on how they can help themselves as well

as their exceptional child.

So parent counseling is the coming thing today in profes-

sional meetings and in the literature, and the idea of parent

involvement is as generally well-accepted as motherhood itself.

The tricky question is: What type of counseling, by whom and

when?

There's an overpowering impulse today to generalize any

bit of minimal data into an entire population. Statisticians

live on the technique of taking as small a sample as possible

and using it as a basis for drawing conclusions about much

larger groups. In trying to adopt these well-known, tried and

statistically true techniques to determinations about the needs

and the experiences of parents of hearing impaired children, I

would like to add my own cautionary note. This is appropriate

because in a few minutes I'm going to be quoting figures and

maybe implying more than I should. So you remember my warnings

even if I don't!

The circumstances surrounding the family with a deaf child

seem to me to be diverse enough to make generalizations highly

suspect. To try to come up with a national posture of parents

of deaf children based upon any of the samples I've collected,

or heard of, is denying a wealth of experience that says many
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of the opinions, if not the facts, are frequently hidden to any

but the most clever experienced investigator.

Parents Want Answers

We've often heard it said that all parents want to DO

SOMETHING when they find they have a deaf child. They want to

get to work on overcoming the handicap which has crept upon

their child. The anxiety experienced in not being given any-

thing to do is perhaps the greatest trauma that the conscienti-

ous parent of a deaf child faces.

But is it true that all parents have this same reaction?

Really, the best we can say is that most of the parents who

have responded to selective surveys or who attend organized

parent groups seem to have this feeling.

It seems to me that the better way of expressing the needs

of parents of young deaf children may be to say that most of

them seek some authoritative figure to TELL THEM what they

should know and what is right for their particular child. How

often have I heard reported,at parent group meetings, frustra-

tion and then anger experienced when parents can't find anyone

to listen to them and then tell them what to do.

Once some of the original questions have been answered to

the initial satisfaction of the parents, there seems to be a

tendency to relax and resume that strenuous task of being just

plain parents again. -107-
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This period of indecision, then, between first suspicion

of a hearing loss, accurate diagnosis and prognosis - so often

accompanied by incomplete or inaccurate information and absence

of an authoritarian figure - seems to stand out as the most try-

ing in the memories of many parents of hearing impaired children

and, perhaps, in the memories of all parents of handicapped

children.

The figure who looms large in the lives of these families

at this time is the medical doctor.

Pediatrics - General Practitioner - Otology

Traditionally the family doctor has been the family friend,

counselor, and confidant. The arts of diagnosis and curing

illnesses, setting broken bones, mending injured egos, and

delivering babies - all have been represented by the kindly

physician down the street. Hardly an issue of The Reader's

Digest goes by without a story about the kindly gen tleman whom

someone remembers with affection because of his great humanity

and service to the community. It is only logical, then, for this

same person to be the one to whom a mother takes her baby and

asks, "Doctor, is my baby deaf?"

Of course, this situation assumes that the parents have

already suspected something is wrong with the child and bring

it to the physician for diagnosis or confirmation of their own
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diagnosis. If we can generalize from a study of 130 families

which we did in 1968,1 this is most often the case. In more

than 80% of our respondents we found that the parents or grand-

parents first suspected that something was wrong with the child,

and then proceeded to take it to a doctor for diagnosis. In

only 9 of the responses was there an indication that it was the

medical doctor who first suspected the problem.

At least with this sample, then, the parents suspected a

problem and brought their child to the person who, by tradition

and by reputation, was the one who was supposed to have the

answers.

Unfortunately, for the physicians involved, many of those

parents apparently expected more than a medical diagnosis from

him. Yes, they came for tests and an examination of head, ears,

throat, nose, and perhaps general physical development. But the

responses to our questionnaire reveal that, if that was all they

got from their doctor, these parents were bitterly disappointed.

Perhaps they were expecting too much. After all, it's hard

to find in one person the education, personality characteristics,

and experience of a medical specialist, a teacher, a counselor,

a psychologist, a social worker, and maybe a father confessor.

We will have to leave with Dr. Jones, who will have an opportu-

nity to react to these papers, the task of establishing the

reasonableness of these parent demands on the medical profession.
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For the moment I shall only relate what we think we have learned

from these two studies as to the relationship between some

parents of deaf children and their medical advisors.

If I Had It to do Over

A paper delivered before the annual convention of the

Council for Exceptional Children in Denver this year reported

on the results of a mail survey of 255 parents of hearing im-

paired children. The response on this survey and the current

one, which I shall describe shortly, was 50%. While I'm not a

specialist in survey techniques, I suspect that this is a phe-

nomenal response and perhaps an indication of the aggressive

interest of these parents in a study of parent counseling.

I won't take our time here to report the results of this

1968 survey because they have been published.
2

In speaking of

these results before groups of parents of deaf children, how-

ever, I should say that the universal reaction has been, "When

and how are you to give these figures to the physicians?"

1969 Parent Survey

In the 1969 survey, the results of which are being reported

here for the first time, there are several qualifications to be

made immediately.

These parent responses represent 50% of those to whom ques-

tionnaires were mailed. The names came from the records of those
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who have written or called the Alexander Graham Bell Association

for the Deaf at its headquarters, the Volta Bureau, Washington,

D. C. This is, therefore, a select sample. Somehow, these

parents came into contact with a person or publication which

named the Bell Association as a source of information.

Furthermore, these parents had to be able to write, have

paper and pen, have a six-cent stamp, and have the interest and

the initiative to put down their questions in black- and -- white.

Each of the parameters could make this sample selective. It

probably isn't representative of the great majority of parents

of hearing impaired children, although even that is an empirical

judgment unsupported by fact. It's just a hunch!

Actually, I suspect that this sample represents the highest

end of the scale of parents. Not only did they have the paper,

pen, and the six-cent stamp, they all indicated they had seen at

least one physician. This more or less establishes a socio-

economic status and cultural concern for the health of their

children.

If anything, we might be impelled to say that these parents

had the best chance for proper diagnosis and counseling. By

inference, then, we might be able to say that there are many

others whose experiences were far worse than these.

Now,for some of the specifics.
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We received exactly 100 responses from the mailing of

200 questionnaires. Actually, there were a few more than 200

sent by first-class mail, and the difference represents those

letters which were returned to us for non-delivery.

52% of the children were between the ages of 5 to 8 years.

The remainder, 48%, were between the ages of lh to Of years.

In an effort to try to establish in a rough way the dis-

tance between these families and some reasonably large urban

center, we asked the respondents to say whether they lived

within 50 miles of a city of 100,000 or mo:re. 73% reported that

they lived within a 50-mile radius of such a center. Our sample,

therefore, would not appear to represent families way out in the

boondocks.

An empirical analysis of the questionnaires from those

living more than 50 miles out in the country failed to reveal

any striking evidence of poorer services or counseling to these

particular parents.

We first tried to find out what kind of medical specialists

these parents had first approached. In the previous study, we

used the terms "professional" or "specialist" and found that the

respondents didn't always differentiate hetween an M. D. and a

Ph. D. or even an Ed. D. Thus we asked what kind of doctor was

first seen, and found: Pediatrician 44%
General Practitioner 35%
Otologist 19%

"Clinic" 2%
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I've heard it said, and I'm sorry that it's only conver-

sation, that across the United States only about 25% of the

children are seen by pediatricians. If so, then these facts

would tend to support the feeling that this was an above-average

sample.

After establishing the type of medical specialists to whom

they took their child, the parents were asked if the doctor

offered them any suggestions as to what they could do AS PARENTS

to help their own child. Here we were trying to pursue the

assumption that most parents want to DO SOMETHING, not just be

patted on the head and told to leave it all up to the teachers

or therapists. We found that one-third of the doctors told the

parents there was nothing they could do or gave them suggestions

which the parents immediately recognized as ill-informed. For

example, here are some direct quotes:

"Just wait."

"Take out his tonsils and he'll be o.k."

"He said J. was nerve deaf and there was nothing
to do. It was a terrible blow."

"Early education isn't necessary."

"Don't do anything. She'll talk when she's ready."

Only a fourth of the parents reported positive suggestions

for them to follow at home, such as:

"Talk to him."
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"Play records, read stories, keep talking."

"Get in touch with the Tracy Clinic."

"Here's a book and pamphlets to take home and read."

"Write to the Volta Bureau."

The remainder of those in the sample were referred to other

specialists and/or speech and hearing clinics for further diag-

nosis or therapy.

We tried another approach to determine if parents were

satisfied with the steps they had taken and the treatment they

had received in this critical period of diagnosis and adjustment.

We asked the question: "If you had it to do over, would you do

anything differently?"

Here we were trying to give the parents a chance to look

back - to imagine that they were starting on the path at the be-

ginning andeknowing what they know now, chart a different course.

25/ said they wouldn't do anything differently. When all

was said and done, they had to admit that they had done the best

they could and, if given a fresh start, they wouldn't do anything

differently.

Almost 30% of the parents said they regretted not having

started sooner. From some there were statements like:

"I would have gone to a doctor sooner."

"I'd have accepted the doctor's diagnosis instead of
thinking he didn't know what he was talking about."
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"Lipreading lessons would have started at least a
year sooner."

"I'd have sent her to a boarding school sooner."

Some of these parents felt they would be more persistent

in getting hearing tests and in getting a hearing aid on their

child:

"I would be much more aggressive and not so trusting
of the professionals."

"I would insist on a hearing test sooner."

"I would not be pacified by the statement that he's
too young to be tested."

"I would have been more persistent with the doctors."

About 15% said they would have seen a different kind of

doctor. Here, there cropped up a comment that tie found in the

1968 survey. Many parents felt that, when they finally reached

an audiologist, in a speech and hearing center or elsewhere,

they began to get accurate facts, attention to their concerns,

and some positive recommendations. Some parents even expressed

the wish that they could short circuit the otologist and get to

the audiologist first. The feeling expressed seemed to be, "We

knew he was deaf; and, rather than medical verification, we

wanted to know what to do next."

Among the "miscellaneous" category were statements that the

parents wished they could have met other parents sooner and that

they had learned sooner of the Alexander Graham Bell Association

for the Deaf. -115-
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Again trying to get at concerns and opinions by letting

the parents extract themselves from their current problems by

looking backward, we asked them if their concerns about their

children were much different than they were one or two years ago.

Again a 25% group said, "Yes, we are less concerned than

we were." Their children were in good programs, and things were

"settling down".

"He is learning and understanding."

"We moved to another community, and now he's in a
good program."

"I didn't realize she could learn so fast."

"He's in a residential school now and is happy to be
there and happy to be home."

"I have less tension now because my husband finally
left us after we moved here and things are more
peaceful now."

A large group (35%) reported that they now were concerned

about educational problems. These ranged from decision on

residential versus day school, and public school versus school

for the deaf, to the child's ability to communicate with others

in kindergarten and a concern on his slowness in reading.

The remainder of the new concerns were covered by new prob-

lems in adjustment to school and the family, and discipline.

Looking ahead to adjustment in adulthood began to worry some

farsighted parents even though none of the children in the sample

was more than 8 years old.
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Conclusions

So what, if anything, can we conclude about this sample of

parents of deaf children. Without trying to extrapolate to a

larger population, yet recognizing from our empirical knowledge

that some such extension is possible, I offer the following:

* Based upon this study and the previous one, parents

are pretty good amateur diagnosticians or at least

suspectors of problems. Physicians would do well to

listen to parents more closely.

* Parents want and expect prompt, accurate diagnoses

of their children's impairments. Many parents can

spot a phoney or inaccurate diagnosis while it's

happening in the doctor's office!

* As a part of the diagnostic work-up, parents demand

knowledgeable counseling on their role in helping

their child, on educational opportunities, on hear-

ing aids, and the social implications of hearing

loss. They don't want to be put off! On the other

hand, they may reject too negative a prognosis if

their child is very young.

* Once their child is in some kind of educational pro-

gram, things begin to settle down - problems don't
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disappear, but they seem to be able to be taken in

stride. In this, they seem to have found the author-

ity figure that is saying, "I can help you and your

child."

* Inadequate diagnoses and counseling can take place

in urban areas as well as in rural areas.

i would hesitate to generalize, too, on the basis of these

100 parents, but I suspect we'll be inclined to so so, based

upon our own individual experiences. And we may not be all

that far off the mark if we do!
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